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Summary:
Rosewall Creek is one of the larger creeks in the Baynes Sound area of the Strait of Georgia. It
has been a significant salmon producer in the past and remains one of the highest escapement
streams between Courtenay and Qualicum. The creek is home to Chum, Coho, Chinook, Pink,
Cutthroat and Steelhead. Its salmon spawning and rearing habitat has suffered from changes
due to logging in the watershed. A habitat assessment conducted by the Fanny Bay Salmon
Enhancement Society (FBSES) determined that it had shallow pools with little cover and high
sediment in the spawning beds.
Off Channel habitat development has been very successful in this area with adjacent projects in
Wilfred, Chef and Cook Creeks. The water table is shallow with little bedrock and a wilderness
setting. The proposed channel is located approximately 4.0 km upstream on a floodplain bench
approximately 800 m long. The project began with reconnaissance in 1998 and test wells
established in 2003. In 2006 a habitat inventory was conducted by the FBSES. DFO habitat
restoration staff conducted an inspection in 2007. They approved the project and are full
partners.
In 2008/2009, funding support ($27,120.00) by the Pacific Salmon Commission Southern
Boundary Restoration and Enhancement Fund initiated the assessment and design of the
sidechannel. We also received funds and in-kind from FBSES, DFO and other partners.
In spring of 2008 an engineering topographical assessment and sidechannel engineering design
were conducted. This was undertaken by DFO engineering and Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants whom completed the work in fall 2008. Concurrently, Iverson Forest Management
(IFM) undertook design of an access road to the sidechannel site. This work was completed by
March 2009. It included a terrain stability analysis of the road by Madrone Consultants. IFM
drafted a Crown Land Roadways application. An additional condition of the crown lease was the
need to have an Ecological Assessment for rare and endangered plant and animal species.
With the remaining funds we were permitted by PSC to extend the delivery window to hire
biological consultants to undertake this assessment. It was completed in August 2009. The
project will now proceed with the crown lease application and look for construction funding of
the road and sidechannel.
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Objectives:
This is a project to develop off-channel habitat in Rosewall Creek. The first phase of this project
involves the assessment and design of the sidechannel. Specifically, the project undertook the
following goals;
1.) Biological Assessment
2.) Site Topographic Assessment
3.) Sidechannel Engineering Design
4.) Road Assessment and Design
5.) Ecological Assessment
6.) Flood Analysis
7.) Crown Access Permit
8.) Financial Statement

Methods:
Each objective was conducted by professional whom wrote individual reports that describe in
detail the methods.

Results:
1.) Biological Assessment
In 2006 an Urban Salmon Habitat Assessment Program Inventory of Rosewall Creek was
completed for the Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society by Jack Newman (Appendix 1).
This report identified the habitat concerns of unstable banks with wide shallow channels that
flood in winter and dry in summer. It recommended off channel habitat be developed to provide
shelter for fish.

2.) Site Topographic Assessment
In 2008, during May and June, an engineering survey was conducted by Fisheries and Oceans
staff collaborating with Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (nhc). The sidechannel area was first
flagged and walked to determine scope of work. The survey was then conducted capturing the
sidechannel and adjacent river areas. The resulting topographical maps were then passed on to
the sidechannel design team (see below)

3.) Sidechannel Engineering Design
The sidechannel plan and profile views were then designed by nhc engineers. This included the
pipeline and water intake structure as well as construction schedule and costs. Diagrams of
sections of the channel were prepared at 1:2500 scale. PDF Sheets 1-9 are attached in
Appendix 2. Cost estimates from nhc and Iverson for the road and sidechannel are shown in
Appendix 3.

4.) Road Assessment and Design
Completed under direction of Iverson Forest Management. The forest engineering company
established a 676 m long road to be built off the existing roads (R-110) above the project on
crown land (Appendix 4). The investigation for the road includes a geotechnical assessment by

Madrone Environmental Services of the slopes that the road will be built into (Appendix 5).

5.) Ecological Assessment
E. Wind Consulting conducted an environmental assessment of the project area in from May –
August 2009. It included Vegetation, Amphibians, Birds and Wildlife and Vancouver Island
Water Shrew. The report identified the environmental attributes existing or potential with respect
to significant or endangered species and habitat. The report then discussed the effect that a
sidechannel development could have on those characteristics and made management
recommendations on protection (Appendix 6).

6.) Flood Analysis
Richard Powley, DFO P.Eng. looked at the encroachment of the sidechannel works into the
floodplain of Rosewall Creek and determined that there would be insignificant effects to the river
(Appendix 7).

7.) Crown Access Permit
The Crown Roadways Access Application has been drafted by IFM and Dave Clough, RPBio to
be then reviewed by Mel Sheng, DFO Habitat Restoration Biologist before submission to crown.
It will be submitted in November 2009 (Appendix 8).

8.) Financial Statement
The Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society has been managing the expenditures of this
project. They have a $27,120 PSC grant to use against some direct expenses. They have also
spent their own money to make up for shortfalls. DFO and D.R. Clough Consulting also
contributed to the project through in-kind labour. Other contractors, notably E. Wind and Iverson
also contributed additional professional advice at no cost. The society financial statement by
treasurer Dave Sands is attached (Appendix 9)

Discussion
The details required to develop a sidechannel on public land have definitely increased over the
years as we learned about all of the ramifications. This process is likely the most detailed that
the author has gone through to create salmon habitat. A sidechannel is an expensive and
significant intrusion into a riparian area so it is justified.
The history of success of past off-channel projects in Fanny Bay area (there are now five;
Wilfred, Cook upper, Chef upper & lower, Tsable) since 1987 has been met with success in all
but the Tsable site. Selection of a flood safe location with a reliable water supply and fish
access are the keys to success. Having a dedicated volunteer organization willing to monitor
and maintain the sidechannels is also essential for maximizing productivity.
The Pacific Salmon Commission deserve praise for patience in this development process. We
are thankful for the extension of our grant on further surveys in 2009. The author has been
somewhat overwhelmed with the detail of the project as it evolved and the delays have
stretched our deadlines beyond reasonable, for that I apologize. In the end, successful design
and construction of the Rosewall Sidechannel will be the legacy of the commitment of the PSC,
DFO and the Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society.

Yours Truly

Dave Clough, RPBio
Project Manager
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this survey is to provide substantive habitat information for Rosewall Creek.
This information was deemed necessary to gather by the Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement
Society (FBSES) and Fisheries and Oceans Community Advisor Dave Davies in order to
undertake restoration plans on Rosewall Creek. Mr. Davies1 stated the purpose of this
report would;
” it would not only see a habitat survey for Rosewall Creek, but it would provide a
very valuable training activity for FBSES volunteers to work alongside restoration
professionals in survey techniques. It would lay the ground work for FBSES
volunteers to plan for the large sidechannel project in Rosewall Creek.”
This report was funded by a grant from the Pacific Salmon Foundation, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans Community Programs as well as volunteer time from the surveyors
and other FBSES society members.

Survey Area
Rosewall Creek is the largest drainage in the Baynes Sound catchment between the Big
Qualicum River and Tsable River to the north. It is located in the heart of an area known for
its historic Coho and Chum salmon production. The 15.9 km long mainstem drains from the
Beaufort Mountain Range out of a ten-hectare headwater lake at 1230m elevation. The
mainstem is moderate sloping terrain with 4.3 km of anadromous fish habitat. Fish access
ends at a series of cascades and falls dropping 21 meters over 92 meters distance
(Rosengard et al, 1999). The headwater area is populated with resident Rainbow Trout2.
The major alteration to the landscape has been logging, with a second pass of the 50-80
year old second growth conifer forest being harvested currently. The lower reaches of the
watershed have low density rural developments (beach front residences, hatcheries and
bottled water plant). Residents and tourists can enjoy a 2.9 km walk along a nature trail
beside the creek between the E & N Railway and the falls.
Rosewall Creek is an important salmon spawning stream in Baynes Sound. Fisheries and
Oceans Canada established a research hatchery on the river in the 1970. In 1994 the Fanny
Bay Salmonid Enhancement Society established their Coho and Chum hatchery adjacent
the existing facility sharing their water supplies. An electric fence operated in the creek to
divert fish into the hatchery raceways until the early 1990’s. The fence structure remained
an impediment to Chum Salmon migration and was removed entirely in 2002 to allow better
access. Since the removal of the fence salmonid numbers have appear to have improved3.
The Fanny Bay Enhancement Society was formed in 1993 as a volunteer based program.
The hatchery operations in Rosewall Creek included Coho fry salvage and smolt releases
over the years. Survival of Coho fry is poor in the lower reaches due to it drying completely
in the summer months. The historic logging of the river resulted in large bedload movement,
increased erosion and larger flood events with reduced summer discharge. The FBSES felt
that these problems decreased summer wetted habitat and winter refuge areas. This
1

Davies, D., Oct. 14, 2005. Support Letter for the Fanny Bay Enhancement Society Funding
Application. Fisheries and Oceans, Comox, B.C.
2
D.R. Clough Consulting. Dec. 8, 1997. Fisheries Reconnaissance Block R9A. M.O.F. Duncan B.C.
3
J.C. Newman, 1999 –2005, Salmon Stock Assessment Swim Surveys.
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inventory would identify the problem areas and provide a rationale for any habitat
improvements such as off channel habitat creation.

METHODS
The procedures for implementing the study of Rosewall Creek were planned by Jack
Newman (Fisheries Technician) and FBSES members. It was decided the further baseline
information was needed on the creek before off channel habitat restoration could proceed.
The Urban Salmon Habitat Program Inventory method was chosen as it has been used by
Vancouver Island Streamkeeper groups since the mid 1990’s and has already established a
large comparative data base. The USHP Assessment and Mapping Procedures for
Vancouver Island (T. A. Michalski, G. E. Reid, and G. E. Stewart, 1997) Manual was
followed during the study. The Streamkeepers involved with the survey were Jessie
Burgess, Pam Lengyel, Norma Shelly, and Dick Evans.
The field surveys began on February of 2006 and finished on March 15, 2006. Reaches 1
to 5 were covered in the survey ending at the limits of upstream access by salmon. Jack
Newman, Fisheries Technician wrote the data in an interpretive spreadsheets as well as the
report text in a document file that was edited by Brad Remillard (Fisheries Technician) and
Dave Clough, RPBio.

RESULTS
Five reaches of Rosewall Creek were identified over the 4.3km distance from the mouth
upstream to the salmon migration barriers. Reach 1, which is 0.675 km long has natural
mixed forest with farmland and the hatchery area on its banks. Reach 2 (0.674km), has
natural forest with residential plus a water bottling plant on the east side of Berray Road.
Reach 3 (0.441km) and Reach 4 (1.186km) have natural forest along their banks with a
Regional Park land and a trail system leading up to Reach 5. A natural forest is found on the
banks of Reach 5, which is 1.342 kilometers in length.
Reach 1. This 675m long reach begins at the mouth of Rosewall Creek in Mud Bay and
ends at the hatchery driveway bridge. The creek has a natural forested area on the river left
bank and farmland on the right bank. It is in a wide, low gradient area that dries completely
in the summer months due to the gravel deposits present . Riprap groins were placed on the
right bank with gravels being excavated by Fisheries and Oceans engineering staff in the
past. This area continues to dry and as a result many fry have to be salvaged. Fry that
escape salvage surely perish in the dry streambed. At stream station 0+409 we encountered
large debris jam on the creeks left bank. Riprap armoring of the banks also starts in this
area. As you travel upstream the hatchery raceway outlet is found on the left bank.
Headwalls are found on each bank where the old electric fence was located. Riprap has
been placed in the streambed to stabilize it from hydraulic scour. Upstream the streambed
becomes more confined with the pool depth improving, but with very little large woody debris
or other fish habitat present. At station 0+675m the hatchery driveway bridge is encountered
with the reach ending at this point. No off channel habitat was found in this reach area.
Reach 2. Beginning above the Hatchery driveway bridge and ending at the E&N Railway
Bridge, the reach has a total length of 674 meters. The reach runs parallel with Berray
Road. A private residence and a water bottling plant are located on the far side of the road.
Berray Road may have cut off historic flood channels of Rosewall Creek as there is
emergent ground water near the bottling plant that may be the remains of vestigial channels.
There is private land between the creek and the road but no development has been
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observed. Every outside bend in the creek has erosion problems with very little large woody
debris to protect the banks. Between stations 0+947m to 0+958m a residential Hydro line
power pole is only 10-meters away from the eroding banks. This reach dries in the summer
months. The streams riparian area is made up of a mix of conifer and hardwoods. Reach 2
ends at the E&N Railway crossing were it discontinues its effects downstream at station
1+349m. No off channel habitat was found in this reach area.
Reach 3. Beginning at the E&N Railway Bridge the reach goes upstream past the two
highway bridges ending at the Forest Service Bridge, a total length of 441 meters. This area
is in the Nanaimo Regional District Park area with access trails on both banks and a parking
area off Berray Road. The riparian zone is made up of a mix of Conifers and Alder. Erosion
is also a problem in this reach. It has resulted in trees tipping into the wetted perimeters of
the creek. These trees are likely to be forced downstream or cause debris jams. At station
1+598m riprap on both banks armour the bridge footings of the Old Island Highway. The
New Inland Island Highway is found just upstream, at station 1+717m with only a small
section of natural riparian present. A steel and concrete span logging bridge is also found
just upstream of the Inland Highway crossing. These three bridge structures influence
hydrological and habitat functions. Reach 3 ends at station 1+790m above the logging road
access crossing. No off channel habitat was found in this reach area.
Reach 4. The Reach starts at the upstream side of the logging bridge at station 1+790m
and has a total reach length of 1,186.0 meters. The Regional Park continues upstream with
a walking path found on the creeks left bank. Park property ends just above the BC Hydro
Line right of way at approximately station 2+656m. This reaches riparian consists of a
natural mix forested. We encountered Off Channel Habitat No. 1 at 1+998m on the left bank.
At station 2+252m on the right bank a beaver dam complex drains from the south parallel to
the stream. It was identified as the second Off Channel Habitat and has an approximate
length of 364 meters. Terasen Gas and BC Hydro riparian area has been brushed over the
years with deciduous trees 10meters in height with small juvenile conifers mixed in. At
station 2+656m on the streams right bank, Off Channel No. 3 is found. Reach 4 ended at
station 2+976m, where the stream substrate changed from large spawning gravel to a
boulder and cobble substrate.
Reach 5. Reach 5 on Rosewall Creek starts at station 2+976m in a boulder strewn channel
with pools becoming further and further apart. It has a total length of 1,342 meters with
some narrow benches with steep canyon walls located in the upper end of the reach. The
stream gradient increased from 3% to 5%. Past escapement inventories show Coho and
Chum have utilized this reach. Upstream in Reach 5 resident trout and Steelhead mainly
inhabit this area. A series of bedrock & boulder falls was encountered at station 4+318m
that halted access upstream due its steep gradient.

HABITAT ASSESSMENT
In general, the habitat (Fig. 1) in Rosewall Creek is quite good, mainly because of the deep
riparian area, which surrounds most of the creek and the excellent water quality. As with
other creeks in the area, nutrients have been found in low concentrations leading to the low
productivity of the creek. Since the removal of the hatchery fence the stream has signs of
improvement (algae and aquatic bug life). In the past the streambed was made up of
polished rock with very little signs of algae or aquatic insects. The higher winter flows from
2002-2005 have washed out most of the LWD present, especially on Reach 4. It was
observed in reaches 3 and 4 that gravels have started to fill in most of the pools. This
appears due to dramatic changes in water levels during winter rain events. Bed loading in
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the lower reaches accrues, as lower gradient areas tend to collect upswept substrates from
the higher gradient areas.
Reach 1. The habitat in Reach 1 (Fig. 2) was studied from the estuary to the hatchery
bridge. This segment is wide with shallow riffles and some deep pools. Large woody debris
is either collected high on the stream banks or caught in two debris jams. In the summer
months this entire area dries trapping and killing fish. There is very little instream cover,
moderate riparian cover and only a few pools of adequate depth (photo 15). There is some
erosion sites present with the banks being very unstable and easily eroded. The
Streamkeepers intend to continue salvaging Coho and Chum fry as well as trout in the years
to come until a solution can be found. Coho, Chum, Searun Cutthroat and Steelhead Trout
utilize this section of Rosewall Creek
Reach 2. There are numerous gravel bars present, which often divide the creek into multiple
channels forcing the stream to blow out and cause large erosion. There are very few large
woody debris or root masses to hold the high (2 to 4 meter) banks together. The winter flows
have swept away most of the naturally occurring LWD (Fig. 3). The lower half of this reach
dries in the summer with the volunteers continuing to salvage fish in the drying pools. Coho,
Chum, Searun Cutthroat and Steelhead Trout also utilize this section of Rosewall Creek.
Reach 3. Natural deciduous and conifer forest line the banks in this reach. Some erosion
occurs here with very little large woody debris present. The reach has year round water
flow, good pool depth but no off channel habitat. Coho, Chum, Searun Cutthroat and
Steelhead Trout also utilize this section of Rosewall Creek.
Reach 4. Reach 4 has had less impact from urbanization than the other reaches of
Rosewall Creek. The natural forest surrounding it is largely intact except brushing activities
at the BC Hydro power line and Terasen gas pipeline. Large woody debris increases in this
reach but overall percent cover is still poor. Signs of the creek overtopping its banks are
observed with large woody debris seen on the forest floor from high winter rain events. The
reach has the only off channel habitat # 1, # 2 and # 3 of the entire creek. Coho, Chum,
Searun Cutthroat and Steelhead Trout also utilize this section of Rosewall Creek.
Reach 5. This reach is a higher gradient section of Rosewall Creek and is likely being
utilized by trout species in the summer months. It is in a natural state but there are signs of
historic logging activities. There are very little spawning opportunities with very little large
woody debris for cover. Boulders provide some refuge from high winter rain event stream
velocities. Water temperatures stay cool year round due to the maturity of the conifer forest
on its banks and steep canyon walls. Over all this section of creek is good shape with very
little erosion, but there is still a need for more instream cover.

RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT
The riparian zones of Reaches 2, 3 and 4 of Rosewall Creek consist of natural mixed forest
with only Reach 1 lacking adequate vegetation due to the residences, farmland and the
hatchery on its banks (Fig. 1). Reaches 1, 2, and 3 have relatively low gradient banks which
overflow during periods of high rain causing erosion. Reaches 4 and 5 are located in a
canyon area with narrow benches. Stability is lowest in Reaches 1, 2 and 3. There is no
livestock access in any of these reaches.
Reach 1. While the riparian zone is moderately good in Reach 1, the crown canopy
consists mostly of mature Alder with a mix of Western Red Cedar and Spruce. The under
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story cover consisted of Nootka Rose, Snowberry, Ninebark and Sword Fern. On the right
bank a moderately sized hobby farm is located with a riparian bandwidth from 4 to 6 meters
in depth. Some conifers are found here but Alders dominate the area with shrubs holding
the banks together. Grass and riprap dominated the banks along the hatchery area with a
more natural forest found on both banks upstream.
Reach 2. While the riparian zone is good in Reach 2 (Fig. 3), the crown canopy consists
mostly of mature conifers (Western Red Cedar, Douglas Fir, Grand Fir and Western
Hemlock). 40 to 50-year-old hardwood tree line its banks (Alder, Maple) with juvenile Alders
on the streams gravel bars. A small percentage of 1 to 2 meter diameter Black Cottonwood
are found in the lower section of Reach 2. Erosion occurs on almost all of the outside bends
of the stream in this reach. This reach features high banks (2-4meters) therefore riparian
planting is not an option and erosion can be only minimized by the placement of rip rap and
LWD for bank protection in these areas.
Reach 3. In this Reach, the riparian zone is similar to Reach 2 and the same action should
be taken. The exception is that no Cottonwood trees have established here.
Reach 4. There is plenty of riparian vegetation on both banks of this reach and one expects
that nature will be able to work unimpeded here for the most part. The only area of concern
is the Hydro line and Gas pipeline areas. The banks seem to be stable here with Grass,
Scotch Broom, juvenile Conifers and juvenile Alders growing on the stream banks.
Reach 5. This reach also is relatively unimpeded by man. There is a primarily older second
growth riparian zone in a steep sided valley.
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DISCUSSION
One of the problems of our winter inventory is the lack of accurate summer wetted area
calculations. This error is a function of when funding was available and time to do the
inventory. The author and other FBSES members all have personal experience to attest to
the complete drying in Reach 1 and lower parts of Reach 2. We will not know the exact
amount of wetted area available in summer in the survey reaches until a low flow inspection
is done. Some of the other habitat characteristics such as off channel habitat and erosion
are easier to identify in winter. Stream surveys timing is always a trade off and essentially
requires a winter and summer visit to get the best information.
Reach 1 near the mouth, only 675m long, is the most impacted area and completely dries in
the summer months. There are large amount of gravels deposited here that force the creek
flow over its banks. As a result there is a lack of pool depth, and cover while the banks
continue to erode. A solution to the habitat condition in this area is to confine the channel
with a series of LWD revetments anchored with riprap to replace the lost root strength of the
logged off old growth trees.
Reaches 2 and 3, are similar in condition, they have weak banks that are vulnerable to
erosion and the channels lack LWD. The second growth riparian zones in these areas offer
potential for recovery if they stay intact. There are also numerous road crossings that affect
the thalweg and profile of the channel. Drying that occurs in the lower section of Reach 2,
and has the similar characteristics as Reach 1. The restoration activity in this reach would
be to place additional LWD to protect banks from erosion until the riparian zone is selfsufficient.
Reach 4 offers the best opportunity for off channel habitat improvements. There were three
off channel areas identified. Off-channel habitat creation has been shown to provide the
quickest return of salmon production after the experience of the Society at other sites (ie
Coal, Cook and Chef Creek).
On Reaches 1, 2, 3 and 4 there is a lack of good rearing habitat in the mainstem. It is due to
poor cover, limited off channel habitat and extremely variable water levels and flow
conditions throughout the year. Assessments and engineering has already been completed
on off channel habitat opportunities in the Rosewall Creek lower watershed on the right bank
of Reach 4.
Over 13 years the society has taken restoration and stream restocking actions to restore the
area to a more natural level. The society is working on a long-term restoration plan with all
levels of government (FOC, MWLAP and MOF). These restoration efforts will include
riparian restoration, stream bank stabilization, large woody debris placement, off channel
habitat and fish stocking. All projects provide refuge for juvenile salmonid species to keep
and preserve a sustainable number of adults returning to Rosewall Creek.
In conclusion, Rosewall Creek is an excellent candidate for restoration and well worth doing
whatever is necessary. Its value as a haven for wildlife and people in a growing area like
Fanny Bay is inestimable and it must be preserved for future generations.
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Figure 1.) Reach Segments of Rosewall Creek.
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Appendix ) Rosewall Reaches 1-5 Summary and Ratings Sheet.
Rosewall
Stream Name Creek

Habitat Parameter

920510600

Watershed
Code

1

Ratings

2

Ratings

3

Ratings

4

Ratings

5

Ratings

Total

% Pool Area

56.0

1

54.18

3

55.61

1

44.05

3

11.85

5

13

Large Woody
Debris/Bankfull
Channel Width

5.07

1

1.05

3

0.85

5

4.12

1

0.42

5

15

% Cover in Pools

25

1

13

3

10

3

22

1

22

1

9

Average% Boulder
Cover

5

5

0

5

0

5

7

5

16

3

23

Average % Fines 13.13

3

15.00

3

10.00

3

11.82

3

9.44

1

13

Average % Gravel 62.50

not rated

50.00

not rated

47.50

not rated

50.45

not rated

32.22

not rated

0

3

1

29

5

26

5

4

1

0

1

13

Obstructions

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20

20

20

% of Reach Altered

18

5

5

3

31

5

0

1

0

1

15

% Wetted Area 53.46

5

41.10

5

53.18

5

62.57

5

65.42

5

25

Dissolved Oxygen 83.00

1

.

1

.

1

.

1

.

% of Reach Eroded

pH

7.00

Totals
Off-Channel Habitat
as % of Reach
Reach Lengths

1

5

1

5

5

5

5

21

24

36

38

26

48

172

0

5

0

5

0

5

86

1

4

5

21

675

not rated

674

not rated

441

not rated

1186

not rated

1342

not rated

4318

1

Ratings

2

Ratings

3

Ratings

4

Ratings

5

Ratings

Total

--

11344

--

6913

--

23230

--

28229

--

83052

Fish Data
Reach

Fry Capacity 13335
Actual Pop.

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0

Riparian Ratings
Reach

1

Ave.
Ratings

2

Ave.
Ratings

3

Ave.
Ratings

4

Ave.
Ratings

5

Ave.
Ratings

Total

Land Use

26

2

22

2

26

3

14

1

14

1

8

Riparian Slope

10

1

12

1

10

1

26

2

38

3

7

Bank Stability

38

2

24

2

22

2

28

2

18

1

10

Ratings
% Crown Cover 50.00
% of Reach Accessed
by Livestock

0

Average Vegetation
Depth

85

Totals

Ratings

Ratings

Ratings

Ratings

0

3

63.33

3

60.00

3

68.64

3

72.22

1

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

91

1

100

1

100

1

100

1

5

7

42

9

8
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Fig 1 ) Photo Pages Rosewall Creek USHP Inventory 2006..
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Fig 2 ) Photo Pages Rosewall Creek USHP Inventory 2006..
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Fig 3 ) Photo Pages Rosewall Creek USHP Inventory 2006..
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Fig 4 ) Photo Pages Rosewall Creek USHP Inventory 2006..
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PROJECT BUDGET – 2006
Item
Opening Balance
Contracted/Professional
Services
Materials/Supplies
Total Expenses
Balance

Description
PSF
J.C. Newman
D.R. Clough Consulting

Rosewall Creek USHP Report 2006 full drc09.doc

Amount
$2000.00
$1356.55

16

Rosewall Creek Side Channel
09-Sep-08
Project Component: Road Construction - Iverson Forest Management
Year
Line No. Description
Units
Unit Rate
1
A
Light brushing only
m
$2.00

Quantity Cost
Project Totals Notes
1000
$2,000.00

1

B

Case 1 reconstruction

m

$5.00

267

$1,335.00

1

C

*New construction OMLB

m

$70.00

647

$45,290.00

1

D

Culverts

$6,768.00 separate table avail. On culverts
$55,393.00
$55,393.00

Component: Sidechannel Construction - Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
Project
Line No.
Year
Materials Description
Units
Unit Rate
1
6
Bridge (4 m)
l.s.
15000
1
7
Rentals / misc. materials
l.s.
7000
1
8
Riprap
m3
60
1
9
Materials delivery
ea.
500
1
10
Revegetation (seed & plants)
l.s.
1500

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
4
5
7
9
10

600 mm intake pipe
Intake materials and fabrication
600 mm knife gate valve
Valve head wall
Flanges
Rentals / misc. materials
Materials delivery
Revegetation (seed & plants)

m
l.s.
l.s.
l.s.
ea.
l.s.
ea.
l.s.

350
5000
3000
3000
300
7000
500
5000

Quantity Cost
Project Totals
1
$15,000
1
$7,000
50
$3,000
3
$1,500
1
$1,500
$28,000
130
1
1
1
16
1
3
1

$45,500
$5,000
$3,000
$3,000
$4,800
$7,000
$1,500
$5,000
$74,800

Section Total
Project
Year
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

Equipment
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
21

Excavator (site prep)
Excavator (channel constr.)
Excavator (channel constr.)
Truck 1 (channel)
Truck 2 (channel)
Excavator (LWD)
Excavator (install bridge)
Equipment mob / demob

12
Excavator (intake)
13
Truck (intake)
20
Excavator (site cleanup)
21
Equipment mob / demob
Section Total

Project
Year
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Labour
22
23
24
25
28
30

Site supervision
Engineer
Biologist / env. monitor
Bookkeeper
Labourer
Vehicle expense

22
Site supervision
23
Engineer
24
Biologist / env. monitor
25
Bookkeeper
26
Welder (on-site) / pipe crew 1
27
Pipe crew 2
28
Labourer
29
As-built survey
30
Vehicle expense
Section Total

180
180
150
150
150
150
180
1000

50
200
200
100
100
50
10
4

hr
hr
hr
ea.

150
150
150
1000

50
50
50
4

d
d
d
wk
d
d

660
920
720
300
350
75

20
10
10
6
15
40

d
d
d
wk
d
d
d
d
d

660
920
720
300
800
600
350
1500
75

25
15
14
6
4
4
20
4
40

was 10k incr to 14 k for 2 yrs
was 2400 now 3000 over 2 yrs
was 5.0 now 6.5 k over 2 yrs
102,800.00

$9,000
$36,000
$30,000
$15,000
$15,000
$7,500
$1,800
$4,000
$118,300

30t
30t
20 - 25t
articulating
articulating
20 - 25t
20 - 25t
mob/demob 5k now 8k over 2 yrs

$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$4,000
$26,500 $

20 - 25t
articulating
20 - 25t
mob/demob 5k now 8k over 2 yrs
144,800.00

$13,200
$9,200
$7,200
$1,800
$5,250
$3,000
$39,650

$60/hr x 11 hr/d
Was 35d tot now 45d total
$115/hr x 8 hr/d
was 20d total
$90/hr x 8 hr/d
was 20 d total
50/hr x 6 hr/wk
was 8 d total
$35/hr x 10 hr/d
was 25 d total
5 d welder, 12 d engineer, 12 d env monitor,
35 d constr. Supervisor @ $0.5 / km

$16,500
$13,800
$10,080
$1,800
$3,200
$2,400
$7,000
$6,000
$3,000
$63,780 $
Year 2
$165,080 $

$60/hr x 11 hr/d
Was 35d tot now 45d total
$115/hr x 8 hr/d
was 20d total
$90/hr x 8 hr/d
was 20 d total
50/hr x 6 hr/wk
was 8 d total
$80/hr x 10 hr/d
$60/hr x 10 hr/d
$35/hr x 10 hr/d
was 25 d total
2 person crew
5 d welder, 12 d engineer, 12 d env monitor,
103,430.00
Multi-year
Total
Original 1 yr Est.
Difference
406,423.00
$377,343
$
29,080.00

Subtotal I

Year 1
$241,343

Contingency (10%)

$24,134.3

$16,508.0

$

40,642.30

Subtotal II

$ 265,477.30

$ 181,588.00

$

447,065.30

$

21,238.18

$ 14,527.04

$

286,715.48

196,115.04

Tax (effective tax rate estimated @ 8%)
Total
Roads
NOT COSTED
TRAILS/SIGNAGE
PUBLIC INFO ON SITE DURING CONSTRUCTION
REPLANTING
OVERHEAD
REPORTING
AS BUILTS

was 10k incr to 14 k for 2 yrs
Approx 6 m3 / truck
was 2400 now 3000 over 2 yrs
was 5.0 now 6.5 k over 2 yrs

Used pipe is < $200 / m (2008)

$

hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
ea.

Notes

35,765.22
482,830.52
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32.0
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0+214 = X-Drain
CULVERT 600 DIA

0+063 = X-Drain
CULVERT 600 DIA

Ensure that outlets of all cross drains
and watercourse crossings are armoured.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society (FBSES) have proposed to build approximately
1.0 km of side channel habitat off of Rosewall Creek on eastern Vancouver Island. The primary
goal of this project is to provide off channel habitat for fish species in Rosewall Creek. Water
will be diverted into the proposed side channel from Rosewall Creek via a pipe at the west end of
the channel. As part of the proposed project, an access road will be built into the site from a
clearcut and logging road south of the creek.
The main objective of the environmental assessment was to identify and mitigate potential
impacts of the proposed operations on the local flora and fauna, especially provincially and
federally listed plants and vegetation communities or wildlife species at risk (SAR). FBSES staff
and partners assessed impacts to fish as well as engineering-related aspects of the project.
Qualified registered professional biologists that specialize in vegetation, amphibians, birds and
wildlife, and shrews conducted field surveys and assessed the potential impacts of the proposed
project. In addition to field surveys, the BC Conservation Data Centre (CDC) was consulted
regarding species occurrences in the project area.
From the field studies conducted in 2009, 6 species or communities at risk were confirmed in the
Rosewall Creek area: 4 Red- and 1 Blue-listed plant association, and 1 Blue-listed amphibian
species. In addition, 13 bird and mammal species at risk were identified as potentially occurring
in the area, including the Vancouver Island water shrew.
The dominant forest plant association in the proposed side channel study area was classified as
CWHxm1-07 (western redcedar/three-leaved foamflower Very Dry Maritime) a Red-listed plant
association by the CDC. Three other plant associations were identified in the proposed side
channel area, all of which are Red listed by the CDC. The forest on the hill slope above the side
channel where the access road will enter the site was identified as a Blue-listed plant association
(CWHxm1-05, western redcedar/sword fern Very Dry Maritime). Numerous small wetlands
were found in the depression along the east end of the proposed side channel. Efforts should be
made to reduce the overall footprint of the project, and retain and protect large trees and snags in
the area, wetland habitat, and unique species assemblages as well as keeping the area free of nonnative species.
Red-legged Frogs were confirmed to occur in the area, as they were observed on numerous
occasions in the small wetlands along the proposed side channel—no breeding sites were found.
However, breeding was confirmed by Northwestern Salamanders in the wetlands along the
proposed side channel. The greatest, long-term impact of the proposed project on amphibians
will be the loss of wetland habitat. Although the proposed side channel may result in a net
increase in aquatic habitat in the area, the quality of that habitat will likely be lower for
amphibians than that being replaced due to a loss of habitat complexity (less emergent vegetation
cover), poorer rearing habitat (cooler, deeper, flowing water), and the presence of predators
(fish). An amphibian salvage should be conducted in the wetlands before construction begins.
No listed bird or mammal species were confirmed on the site, but eight bird and five mammal
species at risk may occur in the area. Although there may be some impact of the project on birds
and mammals, the proposed side channel will likely improve riparian habitat quality in the area
2

in the long run over what is currently present by providing more permanent water and
stimulating riparian vegetation growth. Therefore, the project may result in a net positive effect
on bird and mammal foraging habitat.
Although S. p. brooksi have not been reported from the area immediately surrounding Rosewall
Creek, it is highly likely that the subspecies occurs in the area. The area of the proposed side
channel, especially the eastern section where wetlands occur currently contains suitable habitat
for Vancouver Island water shrew. Although the initial impact of the project will slightly reduce
habitat suitability for S. p. brooksi, it will likely result in a net increase in suitable habitat for the
species in the area over the long-term particularly if replanting and vegetation retention is
encouraged.
Rosewall Creek contains Didymosphenia geminata (Didymo), which is an introduced freshwater
diatom (algae) that is found in numerous waterways on eastern Vancouver Island. Its presence
can result in a change in the composition and size of the invertebrate community present which
could potentially negatively impact S. p. brooksi. The side channel will likely be invaded by this
non-native alga decreasing its habitat quality for species such as the Vancouver Island water
shrew.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society (FBSES) have proposed to build approximately
1.0 km of side channel habitat off Rosewall Creek on eastern Vancouver Island. The primary
goal of this project is to provide off channel habitat for fish species in Rosewall Creek. Water
will be diverted into the proposed side channel from Rosewall Creek via a pipe at the west end of
the channel. The proposed channel will be approximately 3-m deep and 15-m wide—5 m wetted
width with 5 m of bank on each side. The banks will act as a high water dyke to protect the
channel from flooding from the river. Wood encountered during construction would be used as
habitat in the channel and old-growth trees and any other significant older second-growth trees
will be avoided (D. Clough, pers. comm.). As part of the proposed project, an access road will be
built into the site from a clearcut and logging road south of the creek.
1.1 Scope and Study Area
The assessment of the proposed project includes three project areas (see Table 1):
 Rosewall Creek
 Proposed side channel
 Proposed access road
Dave Clough (pers. comm.) provided the following description of the project:
“The metal intake that will be installed at the upstream end of the channel will permit
flushing flows in winter and maintenance of habitat in summer. The
vegetation/habitat that is currently present within the footprint of the proposed
channel will be moved to the side of the new channel and flattened to create a berm.
During the project, pools will be created from areas with ephemeral or seasonal
water; these areas will likely be primarily at the eastern part of the project area,
where moist areas are currently present. Along the project length, as little of the
natural substrate will be modified as possible; large trees will be retained wherever
possible. Once the channel has been excavated, the site will have gravel or soil
placed where necessary. Large woody debris (large trees from the site, or imported
material) will be added to provide complex habitat for fish. The berm will be
replanted. Riprap may be used at the pipeline exit, but will not be used extensively
along the rest of the channel.”
Most of the study area is vegetated by a heterogeneous, second-growth forest. The majority of
the proposed side channel will travel through this mixed forest. The route for the mid and lower
sections of the proposed channel follows a linear depression towards the downstream section of
Rosewall Creek. This depression may have been an old watercourse. Access to the proposed side
channel will be via a harvested stand, located above the proposed side channel. The proposed
access road will run through the cutblock and down a forested hillside to the channel site. The
cutblock area is vegetated with young coniferous trees, while the hillside is composed of a mixed
second-growth stand.
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Table 1. Attributes of each project area and areas of concern regarding the environmental assessment
conducted in 2009.
Site / Project
Area
Rosewall
Creek
Proposed
Side Channel

Proposed
Access Road

Footprint
Approx. 1.0 km long
5 m riparian zone
Approx. 1.0 km long
20-m wide footprint (5
m wetted width, 5 m
banks + 5-m fill
deposition zone along
left bank)
Approx. 500-m long
20-m wide footprint

Habitat
Riparian

Project Features
Water diversion
(low water levels)

Focus / Concerns re:
Assessment
Impacts of water diversion
(low water levels) on shrews

Old/mature
Forest

Some vegetation
clearing

Loss of habitat (trees / habitat
structure, wetlands)

Drainage
channel
with small
wetlands

Construction
machinery on site

Direct mortality as a result of
development (construction)

Fill removal and
deposition
Some vegetation
clearing

Loss of habitat (trees / habitat
structure, wetlands)

Construction
machinery on site

Direct mortality as a result of
development (construction)

Hill slope
forest and
clearcut

Road material
deposition

1.2 Objectives
The main objective of the environmental assessment was to identify and mitigate potential
impacts of the proposed operations on the flora and fauna associated with each project area,
especially provincially and federally listed plant communities or wildlife species at risk (SAR).
FBSES staff and partners assessed impacts to fish as well as engineering-related aspects of the
project.

2.0 METHODS
The primary focus of the work conducted in 2009 was to confirm the presence of SAR in the
project area and identify areas where there was a high probability of occurrence based on a
literature review and specific habitat features or elements. In addition, the best available
information and expert opinion were used to assess potential impacts of the various aspects of
the project and to suggest mitigation measures where species may be negatively affected by the
proposed operations.
2.1 Literature Review and Data Mining
Prior to field surveys, a literature review and data mining were conducted to determine whether
any listed species have been found in each of the three project areas. This included gathering
data from the BC Conservation Data Centre (CDC).
2.2 Field Work
Qualified registered professional biologists that specialize in vegetation, amphibians, birds and
wildlife, and shrews conducted field surveys and assessed the potential impacts of each project
area where applicable (see Table 1).
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2.2.1 Vegetation
(Lead – Michele Jones, R.P.Bio. 1623)

The objectives of the vegetation assessment were to classify each plant community within the
study areas, identify plant species or communities that would be directly or indirectly affected by
the proposed construction of the side channel and access road, and to predict where and how
vegetation might be altered due to differences in sensitivity.
Prior to the commencement of the field work, aerial photographs, and current maps were
analyzed to identify areas of concern, as well as potential risks and impact issues. Plant
communities were delineated on the air photos to facilitate ground-truthing and to ensure that all
communities were adequately assessed in the field study.
Field surveys were conducted July 7-16 and August 3, 2009 to assess each plant community.
The assessment included the identification of the dominant or diagnostic species and the
classification of vegetation community types. Plant lists were intended to provide an overview of
community composition and were not comprehensive. Plant names used were from the most
recent BC government databases (Meidenger et al. 2009).
In addition, plant species or communities that would be directly or indirectly affected by the
proposed construction were identified and their sensitivity and ecological value assessed.
Observations related to community structure and anthropogenic use or disturbances were
recorded. Soil pits were excavated in the representative communities to determine the drainage
characteristics and whether the soils were organic or mineral. General site features such as slope
and aspect were recorded. If possible, each vegetation community was classified using the site
classification (site series) developed for this region by the Ministry of Forests (Green and Klinka
1994). Each site series groups communities with similar soils, vegetation, and climatic
conditions. Wetland classification in BC is still in its infancy—the current classification system
in is general, but groups wetlands by soil, moisture, and dominant vegetation (Mackenzie and
Moran 2004). Photographs were taken to document each vegetation community.
2.2.2 Amphibians
(Lead – Elke Wind, R.P.Bio. 1568)

Ground surveys were conducted within the footprint zone of two of the project areas to locate
any ponds and wet areas that may be used by amphibians (i.e., along the proposed side channel
and access road). The location of any wet areas or amphibians encountered was recorded using a
hand-held GPS, the habitat was described, and photos were taken. At any wet areas found,
Resources Inventory Standards Committee (RISC) inventory techniques were used to determine
whether any listed amphibian species occur. Two SAR amphibians occur on eastern Vancouver
Island [Western Toad (Bufo boreas) and Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora)], as well as four other
non-listed aquatic-breeding amphibians, and three terrestrial breeding salamanders. Wet area
identification and visual surveys for amphibians took place June 15, 2009 under optimal
conditions (e.g., on a calm and clear day), and polarized sunglasses were used to reduce glare.
2.2.3 Birds and Wildlife
(Lead – John Cooper, R.P.Bio. 394)

Prior to the site visits, the provided background information was reviewed (project description,
air photos, and maps). A list of Red and Blue listed birds and mammals for the South Island
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Forest District was created prior to the site visit. Mammal species at risk identified as potentially
occurring in the area included Roosevelt elk (Cervus canadensis roosevelti) and Townsend’s bigeared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii).
During the site visits, the side-channel and access road corridor were walked to document bird
and mammal species at risk use of the study area. Birds were documented by sight and sound and
all bird locations were geo-referenced by GPS. Habitat in the project corridor was assessed as
suitable or not-suitable for bird species at risk. Special habitat features such as wildlife trees,
wetlands, potential roost or nest trees, nests, or other habitat elements associated with species at
risk were identified and geo-referenced by GPS or related to existing points (test holes and road
flagging). The locations of special habitat features relative to the project footprint were also
recorded. Elk summer and winter range values and potential foraging and roosting habitat for
Townsend’s big-eared bat were also assessed and documented.
2.2.4 Vancouver Island Water Shrew
(Lead – Vanessa Craig, R.P.Bio. 1459)

To assess potential impacts of the proposed project on habitat for Vancouver Island Common
water shrew (Sorex palustris brooksi) along Rosewell Creek and the proposed side channel, a
ground survey was conducted to assess current habitat conditions based on known habitat
associations of the species / subspecies. Suitable habitat or areas of interest were documented
with photographs, and potential impacts (both positive and negative) were identified based on
estimates of habitat impacts. Prior to a site visit, satellite imagery and maps were reviewed to
identify areas where potential water shrew habitat occurs and areas of potential impact.

3.0 RESULTS
3.1 Vegetation
(by Michele Jones)

Results from searches of the Conservation Data Center and the Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory
produced five community polygons associated with the study areas. The mapped Sensitive
Ecosystem communities were the riparian ecosystems surrounding Rosewall Creek (polygons
S1437, S1438, S1456, S1457, and S1458; Fig. 1).
The entire project site was classified as occurring within the Coastal Western Hemlock, eastern
very dry maritime (CWHxm1) biogeoclimatic zone (BCMOF 2008) and is situated at
approximately 45 meters above sea level. Plant communities were identified within the study
area based on vegetation and wildlife habitat qualities. The approximate location of distinct
communities and habitat features were mapped (Fig. 2). If the vegetation communities extended
beyond the study areas, the community edges were not included on the maps.
The characteristics of each vegetation community identified within the study area are provided
below. For descriptive purposes, the vegetation study area was divided into two sections—the
proposed side channel and access road. A general list of all plants found (including scientific
names) during the survey is provided in Appendix 1.
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Four Red- and one Blue-listed plant association (site series) were observed during the
assessment (BCCDC 2009a; see Fig. 2):
Red
 CWHxm1-07 (western redcedar/three-leaved foamflower Very Dry Maritime)
 CWHxm1-08 (Sitka spruce/salmonberry Very Dry Maritime)
 CWHxm1-13 (western redcedar/salmonberry)
 CWHxm1-14 (western redcedar/black twinberry), and
Blue
 CWHxm1-05 (western redcedar/sword fern Very Dry Maritime)
All of the Red-listed plant associations were contained within the Rosewall Creek proposed side
channel study area and the Blue-listed plant association was located immediately upslope from
the proposed side channel within the access road study area.
Results from the Conservation Data Center search for rare plants produced no sites within the
study area. The field survey did not identify any rare species during this general assessment.
However, it is possible that rare species were present but were undetected due to the limited time
spent in the field and the seasonal conditions of the survey. Potential rare plant species and plant
assemblages for this area are listed in Appendix 2.
3.1.1 Side Channel Study Area
Proposed Side Channel Vegetation Communities
Overall, the dominant forest plant association within the proposed side channel was classified as
CWHxm1-07, western redcedar/three-leaved foamflower Very Dry Maritime (BCCDC 2009f,
Green and Klinka 1994). However, the forest was variable with some wetter areas. Within and
bordering the linear depression, the forest contained patches of CWHxm1-08, Sitka
spruce/salmonberry Very Dry Maritime (BCCDC 2009a, BCCDC 2003a, Green and Klinka
1994), CWHxm1-13, Western redcedar/ salmonberry (BCCDC 2009e, BCCDC 2003c, Green
and Klinka 1994), and CWHxm1-14, western redcedar/black twinberry (BCCDC 2009c,
BCCDC 2003b, Green and Klinka 1994). The floodplain bench at the pipe intake location was
classified as CWHxm1-08. The salmonberry-devil’s club community was considered a Flood
Association (MacKenzie and Moran 2005), but did not fall into any defined plant association
description. All of the plant associations (CWHxm1-07, 08, 13, 14) are Red-listed by the CDC
(BCCDC 2009a).
The upstream end of the proposed channel at the intake pipe is situated on a floodplain bench
along Rosewall Creek. Much of the substrate consisted of exposed gravels along with sands and
cobbles. Common plant species included salmonberry, cascara, sword fern, grasses, vanilla-leaf,
trailing blackberry, wall lettuce, goatsbeard, Sitka columbine, foamflower, strawberry, mountain
sweet-cicely, violet, and baldhip rose, under a canopy of red alder and bigleaf maple. Most of the
non-native species observed during the survey of the proposed side channel study area were
found along the shoreline of Rosewall Creek.
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Figure 1. Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory polygons identified near the study area (CMN 2009).
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Figure 2. Vegetation communities within the Rosewall Creek side channel study area.

Boundaries are approximate. Ortho courtesy of the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD 2009).
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Moving eastward, the floodplain bench blended into a second-growth mixed forest. This young
to mature forest surrounded the depression and occupied the majority of the side channel study
area. The forest canopy was composed of western hemlock, western redcedar, and red alder, with
occasional bigleaf maple and grand fir. In wetter areas, there were areas that also contained Sitka
spruce, especially towards the upstream end of the proposed side channel. In drier sites,
occurrences of Douglas-fir were observed. The trees were generally greater than 30 meters in
height. Red alder and bigleaf maples were generally 30-35 meters tall. The average canopy
height of the conifers was 38.5 meters. There were several large trees over one meter in diameter
at breast height. These included Douglas-fir, western redcedar, and bigleaf maple. Evidence of a
previous fire and logging activities included char inside hollow cedars trees and large stumps.
Stumps from the previous stand indicate that trees achieved large diameters. One such Douglasfir stump was 157 cm (diameter inside bark at breast height). The mixed forest contained a
heterogeneous understorey that was either dominated by sword fern or salmonberry with patches
of devil’s club. Juvenile western redcedar, bigleaf maple, and western hemlock were found
throughout the forests. There were areas where larger conifers including western redcedar and
Douglas-fir had colonized with a homogenous understorey of sword fern. These areas are a very
good source of current and future snags and coarse woody debris.
One distinctive vegetation assemblage within the side channel study area was a sub-community
dominated by salmonberry and devil’s club (see Fig. 2). This narrow (15-20 m wide) community
was located between Rosewall Creek and the centerline of the proposed side channel. Several red
alder snags were scattered throughout the community. Other plant species commonly observed
included sword fern, vanilla-leaf, and lady fern. Soils were composed of sandy loams with few
coarse fragments. In soil pits within the community, gravels were encountered approximately 40
cm down. No mottles were observed. A channel was observed travelling from the centerline of
the proposed side channel into this community (see Unmapped Channels and Wetlands below).
Most of the proposed side channel was located within a linear depression surrounded by forest.
This depression contained small wetlands, floodplain-like plant communities, short channels, and
wet-tolerant vegetation. The wet habitats in and along the depression were variable in the amount
of moisture and size of habitat—most of the wetter sites contained some water, while others
contained only wet mud. At the time of the survey, standing water was observed in several of the
wetter areas (15-50 cm deep; Fig. 3). In some locations, the floodplain-type communities were
greater than 30 meters wide. Soils within the floodplain-type communities were silty with
moderate to high quantities of coarse fragments, which consisted mostly of gravels. Soils
exhibited mottling, indicating fluctuating water tables. Within the depression, the canopy was
dominated by red alder and bigleaf maple. Most of the understorey consisted of salmonberry and
herbs such as Cooleye's hedge nettle, skunk cabbage, Pacific water-parsley, horsetail, lady fern,
and various grass species. In wetter areas, there were species such as mannagrass, sedges, small
bedstraw, and small-flowered bulrush.
In general, the side channel study area sloped towards the northeast. Slopes on the south side of
the proposed side channel were much steeper (25-65%) than the north side (3-15%). In many
instances, the hill slope above the proposed channel ended directly at a wetland edge or the edge
of the depression within the study area.
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Figure 3. Example of a wetland along the proposed side channel that contained relatively deep water.

There were moderate amounts of coarse woody debris and snags in all sizes and decay classes
throughout the side channel study area. The woody debris contributed to the complexity and
structure of the forest and also the aquatic habitat within the study area. There were several
blowdown areas where trees from steeper areas had recently fallen onto the flatter terrain within
the study area (see Access Road Study Area below). Root masses from uprooted trees were
observed within and around floodplain communities. Several snags were observed within the
study area, many of which exhibited signs of wildlife usage (i.e., cavities, feeding marks, nests).
Some of these “wildlife trees” were greater than 50 cm, diameter at breast height. Snags often
displayed features that would be beneficial to wildlife usage such as dead or broken tops, peeling
bark, or hollow trunks.
The terrain within the side channel study area was moderately to strongly mounded. Most of the
mounding was created by coarse woody debris in all decay classes. This mounding created
microtopography within the forest where higher elevations contained more terrestrial vegetation
and depressed areas contained bare mud or wet-tolerant species such as skunk cabbage. Short,
defined channels averaging 25 m in length were observed either within the depression or flowing
into or out of the depression (see Fig. 2). Evidence of water flow within these channels included
exposed gravels and cobbles. Channel banks averaged 3-m wide and were generally dry at the
time of the survey. In some areas, the channel depths were as much as 1.5 m. Large woody
debris was also present in and around the channels, increasing stream complexity.
The forest soils consisted generally of sandy to silty loams with low coarse fragment content.
Relative soil nutrient regimes ranged from rich to very rich with relative soil moisture regimes
ranging from slight dry to moist (3-5; Green and Klinka 1994). Soils within the depression had a
high moisture content and often had an organic veneer over the mineral soils. Humus forms in
the forests were usually classified as moder or mor-moder and were typically less than 2 cm
thick.
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Unmapped Channels and Wetlands
Four unmapped channels and several pools of standing water were observed within the proposed
side channel study area with additional channels observed outside of this area (see Fig. 2). There
was little to no water in any of the additional channels at the time of the survey, but during wetter
seasons each would convey water away from the depression. At the time of the survey, pools
contained varying amounts of water ranging from no surface water (moist substrate) to 40 cm
deep.
The eastern unmapped channel was approximately 4 m wide and 0.25 m deep (C1 on Fig. 2).
The channel substrate was moist and consisted of silts with an organic veneer. The channel slope
was 3% and the banks were well vegetated with salmonberry, devil’s club, lady fern, skunk
cabbage, trailing blackberry, Cooleye’s hedge-nettle, sword fern and northern maiden-hair.
A wet depression was observed within the proposed 5-m fill deposition zone (W1 on Fig. 2).
Although it did not contain any standing water at the time of the survey, this small site had a
moist mud substrate and was devoid of vegetation, indicative of flooding during wetter seasons.
No obvious inflow or outflow was observed. Water most likely comes from ground water
sources and appeared to be closely linked to the hydrology within the nearby depression.
Near the location where the access road would enter the site, there was a short channel
conveying water northwards from a channel in the depression (C2 on Fig. 2). This location was
flat and dominated by devil’s club and sword fern. There were hollows scattered throughout the
forest containing mud and skunk cabbage. At the time of the survey, the wetted width of the
short channel was 1 m and the channel width was 1.5 m. The channel disappeared into the
surrounding devil’s club and skunk cabbage.
A small drainage with a southerly aspect was observed west of where the access road would
enter the site (C3 on Fig. 2). The channel was approximately 15 m long, with a channel width of
1.3 m and a depth of 0.45 m. Vegetation including grasses, salmonberry, trailing blackberry,
vanilla-leaf, and sword fern, species which indicate that there had been no recent flow.
A defined channel was observed meandering through the salmonberry-devil’s club community
(see Side Channel Vegetation Communities above), commencing at the centerline of the
proposed side channel. Near the center of the community, the channel became braided,
eventually dispersing flow throughout the tall shrubs (C4 on Fig. 2). Within the study area, the
average channel width was 1.4 m, the average depth was 0.4 m, and the channel slope was 3%.
The substrate consisted of exposed gravels with occasional cobbles. Large woody debris was
common in the channel.
A small wetland was observed on the western side of the side channel study area (W2 on Fig. 2).
The wetland was long and narrow, approximately 20 m by 4 m. It was vegetated with devil’s
club and patches of sedges with sword fern and salmonberry along the perimeter. At the time of
the survey, there was 5 cm of standing water in the wetland.
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3.1.2 Access Road Study Area
Access Road Vegetation Communities
Access to the proposed side channel will be via an existing logging road located south of the site.
The new road would wind downslope through an 8-year old cutblock and through a hillside
forest (see Fig. 2). Within the access road study area, slopes generally ranged from 10-35% in
the cutblock to 40-65% (average of 50%) in the hillside forest. The slope of proposed road
alignment across the hillside is approximately 12%.
There were several vegetation community-types within the access road study area. Forest
communities are classified based on both the soils and the plant assemblages that would occur in
a mature structural stage. The plant associations within the cutblock were very young and did not
fall cleanly into any defined plant association. The hillside forest below the cutblock was
variable with drier conditions at the top of the slope and wetter conditions near the base of the
slope. The plant association nearest the cutblock was classified as CWHxm1-05, western
redcedar/sword fern Very Dry Maritime (BCCDC 2009d, Green and Klinka 1994). This forest
transitioned into the forest at the base of the slope, which was classified as CWHxm1-07,
western redcedar /three-leaved foamflower Very Dry Maritime (BCCDC 2009f, Green and
Klinka 1994). These two plant associations are Blue- and Red-listed plant communities
respectively (BCCDC 2009a). No plant community described the small wetland found on the
existing logging road (see below).
The existing logging road is surrounded by a young forest dominated by red alder with some
bigleaf maple. The trees were generally 5 to 7 m tall with a patchy understorey of dense
salmonberry and clumps of sword fern, trailing blackberry, thimbleberry, ladyfern, and willow.
In some areas, there was a less dense understorey. Additional species included vanilla leaf,
western redcedar saplings, grasses, bracken fern, and thistle. Seepages were observed within the
sloped cutblock with northern maiden-hair growing in wetter spots. Introduced species were
more commonly observed near the logging road and areas of human activity and disturbance.
There were several locations where water has flowed across the existing logging road from small
channels. The logging road has been deactivated and culverts removed. Water flowing over the
road then collected in depressions or channels on the downhill side of the road and continued to
flow down slope from there. Channels were generally 1.5-2 m wide and averaged 0.3 m deep.
The channel beds near the road contained exposed cobbles and boulders. Little water was
observed in any of the channels. In one section, a roadside drainage ditch had been excavated
along the west side of the logging road. The ditch was 1-1.5 m wide, at least 1 m deep, but was
dry at the time of the survey.
A small wetland had started to form at one of the locations where water seeped across the
logging road (see Fig. 2). At the time of the survey, there was 10 cm of standing water in the site.
An organic veneer over the mineral substrate provided wetland rooting medium to the watertolerant plant species. Some of the vegetation observed in this micro-habitat included smallflowered bulrush, American speedwell, various rushes, Pacific water-parsley, yellow monkeyflower, bog St. John's-wort, and sweet clover.
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A second-growth mixed forest was located at the base of the clearcut and continued down slope
to the forest surrounding the proposed side channel. More introduced plant species were
observed at the interface between the cutblock and the forest. The forest canopy was composed
of western hemlock, red alder, western redcedar, and bigleaf maple. Understorey species
included salmonberry, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry, trailing blackberry, sword fern,
vanilla-leaf, three-leaved foamflower, devil’s club, sweet-scented bedstraw, wall lettuce,
twinflower, and various grasses. At the base of the forested slope, the terrain became flatter. This
forest type was wetter and contained depressions with standing water, as well as short channels
with flowing water. The hillside forest merged with the forest types that existed within the side
channel corridor.
As the study area covered areas from mid-slope to toe, the soil moisture and soil nutrients were
varied. The relative soil moisture regimes were fresh to moist (4-5) and the relative soil nutrient
regime was generally rich (Green and Klinka 1994). Soils were more moist and richer at the base
of the slope adjacent to the proposed side channel. Forest soils consisted of sandy loams with
low coarse fragment content. There was greater sand and coarse fragment content in the soils
further upslope than in the soils closer to the proposed side channel. Erosion along game trails
was observed within the cutblock.
The microtopography throughout the access road study area was moderately mounded and had a
northerly aspect. Similar to the side channel study area forest, the cutblock and hillside forest had
moderate quantities of coarse woody debris in all sizes and decay classes. Stumps and branches
were observed in the access road study area and much of the woody debris was left from the
previous stand and logging activities.
3.2 Amphibians
(by Elke Wind)

The length of the proposed side channel and access road were walked and visually searched for
wet areas on June 15, 2009 (i.e., wetlands, water pockets, channels, depressions). Wet areas were
identified primarily along the east end of the proposed side channel (Fig. 4; Table 2). Ten
“distinct” wet areas were found at the time of the survey. The majority of these wet areas are
likely hydrologically linked, either through ground water or at the surface during times of high
flow. The wet areas ranged in size from 3 m by 3 m to approximately 30 m by 6 m. The wet
areas also varied in the presence of standing water, water depth, and percent vegetative cover.
Some of the wet areas were dry at the time of the survey and the majority appeared to be
ephemeral. The deeper wetlands are likely permanent or semi-permanent (see Fig. 3).
All wet areas encountered were visually searched for amphibians. Four amphibian species were
observed along the proposed side channel in 5 of the 10 wet areas found (Fig. 4; Table 2)—Red
legged Frog juveniles and adults, Northwestern Salamander eggs and larva (Ambystoma gracile),
Long-toed Salamander larva (Ambystoma macrodactylum), and Rough-skinned Newt adults
(Taricha granulosa). Northwestern Salamander breeding was confirmed in three of the wetlands
in the area (W 2, 8, and 9; Fig. 4), suggesting that these wetlands are permanent or semipermanent as the larva of this species require more than one year to metamorphose. Long-toed
Salamander breeding was also confirmed at one wetland. No Western Toads were observed.
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Figure 4. Approximate size and location of wet areas identified in the proposed side channel project area, and where surveys were conducted for
aquatic-breeding amphibians.
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Table 2. Description of wet areas observed along the proposed channel.

Wet
area
W1
W2

UTM
49.452540
-124.796260
49.452010
-124.791880

W3
W4

49.451630
-124.791080

W5
W6

49.451940
-124.789890

Habitat description

Amphibians

Small (6 m x 3 m), shallow (< 5 cm)
depression
Channel with standing water pockets
about 15 m south of channel centre
line; direction of flow unclear (goes
subsurface at points)
Small pool with ground water flow
from hill slope; road may cut water
flow off (culvert?)
Wetland below road just east of W 3
at base of hillslope; skunk
cabbage/organics wetland
Wetland in proposed side channel
(10 m x 3 m); dry now; skunk
cabbage/organics wetland
Wetland in proposed channel; dry
now; skunk cabbage/organics
wetland
Pool further east in channel

None observed

W7

49.451710
-124.788690

W8

W end =
49.451910
-124.788390
E. end =
49.452000
-124.788010

Wetland with open water and
emergent vegetation; approximately
50 m long and average 6 m wide;
water depth average of 30 cm and
maximum of 60 cm

W9

49.451880
-124.787590

Wetland approximately 20 m x 5 m

W 10

49.451990
-124.787430

Small pool (3m x 3m) at east end of
channel
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Red-legged Frog juveniles
(2); Northwestern
Salamanders eggs (4)
None observed
None observed
None observed-dry;
numerous mammal tracks
throughout
None observed
Rough-skinned Newt adults
(2); Red-legged Frog adults
(2)
Northwestern Salamander
egg masses (21); Long-toed
Salamander larva (1)

Northwestern Salamander
egg masses (1), larva (2), and
neotene (?) (1)
Rough-skinned Newt adult
(1); trapped salmonid and
small mammal observed

3.3 Birds and Wildlife
(by John Cooper)

A review of Red and Blue listed species that occur in the South Island Forest District resulted in
a list of 39 bird species and 9 mammal species (Tables 3 and 4). These lists were further
reviewed to identify what species could potentially occur in the project area based on distribution
and habitat requirements. Information sources used in this review included BC MWLAP (2004),
Campbell et al. (1990a, 1990b, 1997, 2001), Cannings et al. (1999), Fraser et al. (1999), and
professional opinion. This reduced the list further to 8 bird species and 5 mammal species
(Tables 3 and 4). See section 3.1 for a detailed description of the vegetation and habitat that
occurs in the proposed study area.
Limited wildlife and wildlife sign were observed during the site visit. Observations of wildlife
were likely limited as a result of the high temperatures (up to 35°C). The only wildlife
observation was an unidentified small mammal feeding on skunk cabbage fruit at the bottom of
the slope on the access road (0+894m). Wildlife sign observed included deer tracks, scat from an
unidentified mammal (possibly mustelid), and a log that appeared to have been excavated by a
black bear. No elk or elk sign were observed during the field survey. Wildlife sign noted on the
site by other observers included bear scat, ungulate pellets (mule deer or elk), possible mustelid
tracks, and an unidentified small mammal (J. Micksch sent via E. Wind, pers. comm.).
The bird species observed during the field visits are listed in Table 5 with notes on the location
(project corridor, offsite, or overhead). No large nests (e.g., raptor nest) were observed in the
project corridor. Additional bird species noted by other observers included Pileated Woodpecker,
Rufous Hummingbird, Steller's Jay, Pacific-slope Flycatcher, Hairy and Downy Woodpeckers,
Willow Flycatcher, and Western Tanager (J. Micksch sent via E. Wind, pers. comm.).
The most notable wildlife habitat features were a number of wildlife trees of several species
occurring throughout the project corridor (Fig. 5). The wildlife trees showed evidence of past and
recent use by birds (including Pileated Woodpecker). Some of the observed cavities could
potentially be used for nesting by a number of species although this could not be addressed due
to the time of year the survey occurred. Cavities were also observed in a few of the old stumps
on site. Notable snags were identified along the proposed side channel near Test Hole 1, Test
Hole 3, and Test Hole 7 (between TH7 and 0+846m of the access road; see Fig. 4). Cavities were
also observed in a few of the old stumps on site.
Table 3. Red and Blue listed birds that occur in the South Island Forest District and those potentially
occurring in the project corridor.
Scientific Name

English Name

Accipiter gentilis
laingi
Aechmophorus
occidentalis
Ardea herodias
fannini
Asio flammeus

Northern Goshawk, laingi
subspecies

COSEWIC

BC
Status

Potentially
Occurring in
1
Project Area

T (Nov 2000)

Red

Y

Red

N

SC (Mar 2008)

Blue

Y

SC (Mar 2008)

Blue

N

Western Grebe
Great Blue Heron, fannini
subspecies
Short-eared Owl
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Scientific Name

English Name

Athene cunicularia
Botaurus lentiginosus
Brachyramphus
marmoratus
Branta bernicla
Branta canadensis
occidentalis

Burrowing Owl
American Bittern

E (Apr 2006)

Red
Blue

Potentially
Occurring in
Project Area1
N
N

Marbled Murrelet

T (Nov 2000)

Red

Y

Blue

N

Red

N

Buteo lagopus

Rough-legged Hawk

Blue

N

Butorides virescens
Calidris canutus
Coccyzus americanus
Contopus cooperi
Dendragapus
fuliginosus
Eremophila alpestris
strigata
Falco peregrinus
anatum
Falco peregrinus
pealei
Fratercula cirrhata
Fulmarus glacialis
Glaucidium gnoma
swarthi
Hirundo rustica
Lagopus leucura
saxatilis
Megascops
kennicottii kennicottii
Melanerpes lewis

Green Heron
Red Knot
Yellow-billed cuckoo
Olive-sided Flycatcher

Blue
Red
Red
Blue

N
N
N
Y

Blue

Y

E (Nov 2003)

Red

N

SC (Apr 2007)

Red

N

SC (Apr 2007)

Blue

N

Blue
Red

N
N

Blue

Y

Blue

N

Blue

N

SC (May 2002)

Blue

Y

SC (Nov 2001)

Red

N

Red

N

Blue
Red
Blue

N
N
Y

Blue

N

Red

N

Blue

N

Red

N

Blue

N

COSEWIC

Brant
Canada Goose, occidentalis
subspecies
NAR (May
1995)
E/T (Apr 2007)
T (Nov 2007)

Sooty Grouse

Melanitta perspicillata
Nycticorax nycticorax
Patagioenas fasciata

Horned Lark, strigata
subspecies
Peregrine Falcon, anatum
subspecies
Peregrine Falcon, pealei
subspecies
Tufted Puffin
Northern Fulmar
Northern Pygmy-Owl, swarthi
subspecies
Barn Swallow
White-tailed Ptarmigan,
saxatilis subspecies
Western Screech-Owl,
kennicottii subspecies
Lewis's Woodpecker
Lewis's Woodpecker
(Georgia Depression
population)
Surf Scoter
Black-crowned Night-heron
Band-tailed Pigeon

Phalacrocorax auritus

Double-crested Cormorant

Melanerpes lewis
pop. 1

Phalacrocorax
penicillatus
Pinicola enucleator
carlottae
Pooecetes gramineus
affinis
Progne subis

SC (Nov 2008)
NAR (May
1978)

Brandt's Cormorant
Pine Grosbeak, carlottae
subspecies
Vesper Sparrow, affinis
subspecies
Purple Martin

E (Apr 2006)
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BC
Status

Scientific Name
Ptychoramphus
aleuticus
Sialia mexicana pop.
1
Sturnella neglecta
pop. 1

1

Tyto alba
Uria aalge

English Name

COSEWIC

Cassin's Auklet
Western Bluebird (Georgia
Depression population)
Western Meadowlark
(Georgia Depression
population)
Barn Owl
Common Murre

SC (Nov 2001)

BC
Status

Potentially
Occurring in
Project Area1

Blue

N

Red

N

Red

N

Blue
Red

N
N

- Potential to occur in the project area is based on known ranges and habitat requirements. Other species could be
observed in the area incidentally but are considered unlikely to be resident for any part of the year.

Table 4. Red and Blue listed mammals that occur in the South Island Forest District and those potential
occurring in the project corridor.
Scientific Name
Cervus canadensis
roosevelti
Corynorhinus
townsendii
Eschrichtius robustus
Eumetopias jubatus
Gulo gulo
vancouverensis
Marmota
vancouverensis
Mustela erminea
anguinae
Myotis keenii
Sorex palustris
brooksi

BC
Status

Potentially
Occurring in
1
Project Area

Roosevelt Elk

Blue

Y

Townsend's Big-eared Bat

Blue

Y

English Name

COSEWIC

Grey Whale
Steller Sea Lion
Wolverine, vancouverensis
subspecies

SC (May 2004)
SC (Nov 2003)

Blue
Blue

N
N

SC (May 1989)

Red

N

Vancouver Island Marmot

E (Mar 2008)

Red

N

Blue

Y

Red

Y

Red

Y

Ermine, anguinae subspecies
Keen's Myotis
American Water Shrew,
brooksi subspecies

DD (Nov 2003)

1

– Potential to occur in the project area is based on known ranges and habitat requirements. Both wolverine and
marmot could be observed in the area incidentally but this is considered unlikely.
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Table 5. Bird species observed during field visits.
Species
American Dipper

1

Date

Location

July 28

Offsite

1

American Robin
Golden-crowned Kinglet
Chestnut-backed Chickadee
Winter Wren
Empidonax sp.

July 28 &
July 28 &
July 28 &
July 28 &
July 28 &

29
29
29
29
29

Project corridor
Project corridor
Project corridor
Project corridor
Project corridor

Swainson’s Thrush
Red-tailed Hawk
Wilson’s Warbler

July 28 & 29
July 28
July 28

Project corridor
Overhead
Project corridor

Red-breasted Sapsucker

July 28 & 29

Project corridor

Red Crossbill
Great Blue Heron
Cooper’s Hawk
Bald Eagle
Song Sparrow
Varied Thrush
Pileated Woodpecker

July 29
July 29
July 29
July 29
July 29
July 29
July 29

Project corridor
overhead
Offsite
Offsite
Project corridor
Offsite
Project corridor

– Observed either outside of the project corridor or along the trail into the site.

Figure 5. Example of a wildlife tree in the project corridor.
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Comment
HY, on creek at proposed
intake & near highway
Observed throughout area
High in trees, heard only
Observed throughout area
Possibly Pacific-slope
Flycatcher
Foraging in alder on the edge
of the cutblock
Male and 2-3 others in birch,
possible family group?
Flock
Two individuals

Cavities only

3.4 Vancouver Island Water Shrew
(by Vanessa Craig)

Vancouver Island water shrew has been reported from numerous locations along the east coast of
Vancouver Island (Figure 6), including one site approximately 13 km south-east of Rosewall
Creek, along Black Brook (Craig 2003). The Black Brook location is in the CDFmm, unlike
Rosewall Creek, which is in the CWHxm1. However, numerous S. p. brooksi locations have
been reported from the CWHxm1, including along Veitch and Niagara creeks on the south
island, and Dudley Swamp, Robertson Creek Fish Hatchery, and numerous captures in the Black
Creek area in the mid-island. Although S. p. brooksi have not been reported from the area
immediately surrounding Rosewall Creek, it is highly likely that the subspecies occurs in the
area.

Figure 6. Location of Vancouver Island water shrew records from 1897 to 2009.

3.4.1 Rosewall Creek
Rosewall Creek in general appeared to provide suitable habitat for Vancouver Island water
shrew. The creek had overhanging tree cover and understorey vegetation (primarily salmonberry,
Rubus spectabilis) along its length. The creek was moderately fast-flowing at the time of the site
visit, with numerous areas of back eddies and small pools which would provide suitable
Vancouver Island water shrew foraging habitat. The creek varied in depth from fairly shallow
(20-30 cm), to some deeper pools.
At the time of the site visit, the creek had areas where the entire width was not wetted, and the
creek meandered closer to one bank or another. Where the creek water flowed directly adjacent
to a bank, the habitat appeared more suitable for S. p. brooksi. The southern bank of the creek in
particular provided a suitable terrestrial habitat for S. p. brooksi along much of the length
examined. In sections the bank was undercut, providing easy access to the water from the
terrestrial environment. Tree/shrub roots and downed wood often crossed the land-water
interface, and would provide easy access for the shrew. Along those sections the northern bank
consisted of an exposed rocky shoreline with few areas of connectivity between the terrestrial
and aquatic habitats; this occasionally occurred along the south bank as well. These areas of
exposed shoreline are less suitable for S. p. brooksi.
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Rosewall creek has a small side channel on the north side of the creek, which contained pools of
water isolated from the main channel at the time of the site visit (Fig. 7). The side channel had
other favourable characteristics, such as overhanging vegetation, and the presence of downed
wood. During periods of higher flow this side channel likely connects with Rosewall creek. Side
channels typically have slower-moving water and pools, which would provide suitable habitat
for S. p. brooksi during periods of higher flow in Rosewall creek.

Figure 7. Existing side channel off the north side of Rosewall Creek .
The side channel had pools of water disconnected from the main channel at the time of the site visit. This area would
provide suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi during the summer and at times of higher flow.

The entire stretch of Rosewall creek that we examined during our site visit had a brown growth
over the substrate (Fig. 8). This growth is likely Didymosphenia geminata (Didymo), which is an
introduced freshwater diatom (algae) that is found in numerous waterways on eastern Vancouver
Island. Didymo is not typically considered indicative of poor water quality. However, its
presence can result in changes to the composition of the invertebrate community, as well as a
possible decrease in the size of the invertebrates present (Kilroy 2004). A change in the aquatic
macroinvertebrate community from a diverse one dominated by caddisflies (Trichoptera),
stoneflies (Plecoptera), and mayflies (Ephemeroptera), which form a major component of the
diet of S. p. brooksi, to one dominated by chironomids, snails, midges and worms could
potentially negatively impact S. p. brooksi.
In summary, Rosewall Creek currently provides good habitat for S. p. brooksi, although the
presence of Didymo may result in changes to the macroinvertebrate community that would be
unfavourable to the shrew. The presence of Didymo in Rosewall Creek this year does not
necessarily mean that it will be present in future years. It is likely that if Rosewall Creek is
affected by Didymo in future years, the newly constructed side channel will as well, which could
decrease its suitability for S. p. brooksi.
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Figure 8. Didymo was observed over the majority of the substrate of Rosewall Creek.
(Photos: M. Jones)

3.4.2 Proposed Side Channel
The habitat in the eastern part of the proposed side channel already provides some suitable
habitat for S. p. brooksi. This portion of the side channel contains numerous wet depressions,
some of which contain water even in summer (see Fig. 2 and 4). These sites all have abundant
vegetation cover and would provide suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi, particularly during the wet
season when all of these depressions will hold water, and may interconnect to form small
channels or large ponds. The depressions that still contain water in summer may continue to
provide suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi year-round. Vancouver Island water shrews may move
between Rosewall Creek and these wet depressions while foraging.
Moving west from the wet depressions the channel became slightly more defined and the ground
much drier. The habitat in this area would not be as likely to provide suitable habitat for S. p.
brooksi in the absence of water, although the moist depressions may be associated with terrestrial
invertebrates. Near the proposed intake the habitat changed again, with the ground cover
dominated by salmonberry and the forest again dominated by maple and alder; fewer coniferous
trees were present.
In summary, the area of the proposed side channel currently contains some suitable habitat for
Vancouver Island water shrew. Along the eastern section where wet depressions and ponds last
much of the year, the habitat might be suitable year-round. Further west where the ground
appears drier overall, the habitat would be suitable for the shrew when water is present, which
would typically be during high water/flood events from Rosewall creek.
3.4.3 Access Road
The major impacts of the access road on S. p. brooksi would be: the removal of overstorey and
understorey vegetation which would eliminate protective cover and change the microclimate of
the area; stream crossings necessitating the use of culverts or bridges that could create potential
barriers to movement (not an issue here); habitat fragmentation (negligible here because of the
small size of the road, and the fact that it isn’t going to be paved); the introduction of
contaminants to the site; and the introduction of invasive species. Overall, the road will likely
have little impact on S. p. brooksi, unless its construction involves the destruction of a wetland
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that would not otherwise be impacted by the side channel construction. The proposed end of the
road (north extent) is immediately adjacent to an existing wet area, which will be affected by the
proposed side channel (see Fig. 2 and 4).

4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 Vegetation
The side channel study area and the lower (northern) portion of the access road study area were
contained within intact mature, second-growth forest. Within the higher (southern) portion of the
access road study area, a young treed community colonized the sloping terrain. The access road
study area contained occasional small seepages and channels containing wet-tolerant plant
species.
The field survey completed for this report did not locate any rare species. Although a Species at
Risk Assessment was not required, a general survey for species likely to colonize the habitats
within the study areas was completed. Even so, there is a possibility that they may occur on-site
and were not observed during the short time in the field.
Linear depression and wetland habitats
The eastern section of the proposed side channel lies within a depression that contains small
pockets of wetland habitat and short channels that convey water during wetter seasons. Young to
mature floodplain communities were interspersed in the depression and along some of the
depression edges. The portions of Rosewall Creek within the side channel study area also
contained floodplain communities, pocket wetlands, and drainage channels interspersed within
the mixed forest. These wet habitats, located within the forest community, provide many niches
for a variety of plants and wildlife. They also allow water entering the site to disperse across the
land, slowing its entry into Rosewall Creek.
Most of this wet habitat will be directly or indirectly lost or significantly altered by the
construction of the proposed side channel. Excavating a channel would result in lowering the
water table to that of the constructed channel, most likely drawing water away from the
surrounding area. Wetland habitat would become drier and some or all would most likely be lost.
The drainage would also affect the trees in the floodplain and wetland habitats. Altering the
water table and hydrology of the area would likely change the community species composition
and habitat structure. One of the wetlands (W1) is in the 5-m fill deposition zone. This wetland
could be affected in two ways. The water source for this wetland appeared to be from ground
water, in which case the construction of the side channel would alter the local water table
potentially depleting the wetland of water. It is also probable that the wetland would be infilled
by the fill deposition during construction, unless marked for protection. The second depression
wetland (W2) was very near the centerline of the proposed side channel. It is likely that this
wetland will be lost, as it will be within the new channel banks.
Forest communities
The forest communities within the two study areas provide valuable habitat and are important
components to maintaining the health of the Rosewall Creek watershed. Based on the field
survey, there were several plant communities contained within the two study areas that may be of
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concern. The forest surrounding the depression was classified primarily as CWHxm1-07, with
occurrences of CWHxm1-08, 13, and 14 (Red-listed plant communities). The forest occurring on
the upper slopes of the hillside below the cutblock was classified as CWHxm1-05 (Blue-listed
community). Many of the forest communities were transitional as they were either located on
slopes or in areas with varying soil moisture. Although none of the plant communities were
considered old growth, some mature timber was present and these communities could provide
habitat that is increasingly rare.
Construction of an access road and side channel will introduce additional light into the forest.
Trees and vegetation will need to be removed in order to install the road, bring in machinery, and
excavate the channel. This “edge effect” will allow increased solar light and heat into the forest.
For several meters into the forest from the harvested edges, the soil and air will become warmer
and drier, potentially altering the vegetation community composition. These areas will likely also
have increased shrub growth and would be susceptible to introduced plant species in the future.
The plan to access the side channel is to extend the existing logging road, winding across the
slope to the bottom of the hill. Currently, the existing vegetation helps to stabilize surface
sediments, preventing erosion. In areas where disturbance was noted (i.e., game trails), erosion
was frequently evident. The access to the proposed channel will also require travelling through
wetter plant communities, particularly at the base of the hill.
Rosewall Creek
Currently, water from the hillside above the proposed side channel is dispersed across the land,
entering Rosewall Creek from many small channels or through ground water. With the
construction of the side channel, water would be diverted from Rosewall Creek to flow into the
new side channel through the floodplain at the base of the hillside. Much of the water that
currently flows across this broad floodplain would be captured by the side channel, entering
Rosewall Creek from this single point. Unless the channel is constructed to include variable
widths or wetland areas, which would allow percolation and resident time, water could enter
Rosewall Creek more rapidly. This would be particularly important during peak flows, as the
increased runoff would contribute to the flashiness of the system.
4.2 Amphibians
One listed amphibian species was confirmed in the project area—Red-legged Frog. Although the
wet areas on site are not likely used for breeding by this species, breeding was confirmed for
other non-listed amphibian species. All of these wet areas are important summer habitat for
foraging, hydration, and cover by all amphibian species.
The greatest, long-term impacts to amphibians in the area will likely come from the construction
of the side channel as this area currently contains high quality habitat for this taxonomic group.
The construction will result in a direct loss of wetland habitat. Although the overall amount of
aquatic habitat will increase in the area post construction, the quality of that habitat for
amphibians will likely decrease for several reasons:
 There will be a shift from standing water to running water
o Our native aquatic-breeding amphibians are not adapted to living or breeding in
running water
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There will be a shift from shallow, warm wetland habitat to deeper, running water
o Shallow, gently sloping, warm-water habitats are preferred by amphibians for
breeding; cold water slows the development rate of larvae
There will be a loss / decrease in the amount of thin-stemmed emergent vegetative cover
o A combination of vegetative cover and some open water is preferred by most
amphibian species for breeding as thin-stemmed vegetation is used as attachment
sites for eggs, it increases habitat complexity, and it offers protection from
predators
The presence of fish will likely reduce amphibian species richness and relative abundance
o Salmonids (e.g., trout) are a major predator of native amphibians in the Pacific
Northwest (see review by Wind 2004)
o All fish species will directly compete with amphibians for food (invertebrates)
and cover

Although the proposed access road runs through drier upland, second-growth habitat (which is of
lower quality habitat to amphibians than the aforementioned wet areas), the road’s position and
orientation lead it towards wetland habitat at the base of the hill slope. As a result, road
construction could affect amphibians in three main ways:
 Loss of forest cover
o Changes to microclimates at ground level
 Loss of hydrological connections / water input
o Addition of fill and soil compaction could lead surface and ground water
originating from the hill slope to be diverted away from wetlands
 Increased erosion / sediment into wet areas
o Road construction can lead to sediment inputs into water courses, especially those
built on slopes
o Ditches constructed to direct water off of roads and along the road edge could
direct water away from some wetlands and / or increase the rate at which water
enters a site
4.3 Birds and Wildlife
The proposed project could potentially impact wildlife and their habitat through disturbance
during road and channel construction, habitat alteration by tree removal, and additional human
access. This primarily relates to the possible removal of wildlife trees and veteran trees for
project construction. These trees could be used by a number of birds and mammals (particularly
bats), including listed species that may occur in the project corridor (Tables 3 and 4).
The greatest impacts of the proposed project on birds and wildlife relates to the size of the
project footprint and impacts to riparian vegetation. However, the proposed side channel will
likely improve riparian habitat quality the area in the long run over by providing more permanent
water and stimulating riparian vegetation growth. Therefore, the project may result in a net
positive effect on bird and mammal foraging habitat.
No elk were observed in the project corridor and they are considered to occur rarely in the area
(Quayle and Brunt 2003). If elk are occasionally present in the area, the most significant impact
would be from additional human disturbance resulting from increased road access into the area.
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4.4 Vancouver Island Water Shrew
Although the initial impact of the Rosewall Creek side channel project will be a slight reduction
in suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi, the project will likely result in a net increase in habitat for the
species in the long run particularly if replanting and vegetation retention is encouraged. There
are several types of potential impacts of the project on habitat for S. p. brooksi:










Reduced flow in Rosewall Creek
o The water for the new side channel will be taken from Rosewall Creek, which
will reduce the flows along Rosewall Creek between the intake and exit points of
the side channel. This may result in the creek water being further from cover
(more exposed banks). As long as water still flows through Rosewall Creek, and
is adjacent to cover (vegetation or downed wood along at least one bank) this will
likely have little impact on the habitat for S. p. brooksi.
Vegetation / microclimate along Rosewall Creek
o Although trees and understorey vegetation will be removed along the side channel
route (which includes areas along Rosewall Creek at the intake and pipeline exit),
it will not have a large impact on the vegetation along Rosewall Creek.
Placement of an intake weir and outlet pipe, which might necessitate the use of riprap
o The placement of the weir and pipe with riprap could potentially create a
localized barrier to movement of S. p. brooksi between Rosewall Creek and the
side channel.
Water flow in the existing side channel on the north side of Rosewall Creek
o The existing side channel was fairly dry at the time of the site visit, but will likely
contain flowing water during the wet season. This side channel likely provides
suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi, particularly during the wet season. If the water
flow regime in Rosewall Creek is changed such that the natural side channel no
longer becomes wetted, it will result in a reduction in habitat suitability for S. p.
brooksi. Even a fairly small amount of water in the channel will help to maintain
habitat for S. p. brooksi, which is able to use even small watercourses (Kinsella
1967, Craig 2003).
Change in level of downed wood
o Downed wood is important to small mammals in general for cover, nesting, and
foraging (Thomas 1979, Van Horne 1981, Maser and Trappe 1984). Large logs
that overhang the ground provide ideal travel corridors (Hayes and Cross 1987),
and increase the continuity of cover. For terrestrial shrew species, decayed logs
are known to serve as nesting and foraging habitat (also known for S. palustris;
Ingles 1965, Thomas 1979); shrews also use downed wood for travelling on top of
or beneath (Craig 1995), as well as in tunnels dug in soft, decayed logs by larger
species of small mammals (Terry 1981). As logs decay they provide habitat for
different communities of invertebrates (Maser and Trappe 1984, Harmon et al.
1986). Terrestrial shrews will forage in the open and then use logs to cache or
consume prey in safety (McLeod 1966, Yoshino and Abe 1984). Terrestrial shrew
populations respond numerically to increased insect abundance (Holling 1959,
Stewart et al. 1989, Innes et al. 1990). It is likely that S. p. brooksi will use
downed wood in the terrestrial habitat similar to terrestrial species of shrews. In
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addition, for water shrews, downed wood is a structure that bridges the aquatic
and terrestrial habitat, providing a physical connection between the two habitats.
Especially in areas with steep banks, sudden drop-offs, or deep water, downed
wood may be very important to the ability of S. p. brooksi to move in and out of
water.
o The creation of the side channel will involve the removal, movement, and
destruction of downed wood over the expected 20-m wide impact area. The
removal of downed wood will have a negative effect on habitat quality for S. p.
brooksi in the area. Although the project description mentions that downed wood
will be placed in-stream to create fish habitat, it will not replace downed wood
removed in the surrounding area. In addition, decayed downed wood which is an
important source of terrestrial invertebrates will likely be destroyed, and is a
habitat element that cannot easily be replaced.
Removal of overstorey vegetation along the proposed side channel route
o The removal of many overstorey trees in the 20-m wide proposed side channel
will negatively affect habitat for S. p. brooksi. The removal of overstorey trees
along the proposed route of the side channel will result in changes in the area’s
microclimate (Chen et al. 1993), as well as changes in input of organic material to
aquatic habitat. These changes in turn affect characteristics of water quality
(temperature, pH, turbidity etc.). Removal of the overstorey can also increase
stream susceptibility to run-off from pesticides, fertilizers, herbicides, or other
sources of pollution, increase stream flow, and alter the stability of the stream
channel (Kelsey and West 1998).
Removal of understorey vegetation along proposed side channel route
o Creation of the side channel will necessitate the removal of a wide swath of
understorey vegetation. In general, the terrestrial habitat around Rosewall Creek
was good for Vancouver Island water shrew. The current vegetation is dense,
which would provide useful cover to individuals, and also help to maintain the
cool moist microenvironment of the riparian area. Removal of this vegetation will
mean the sides of the newly created side channel will be exposed, reducing the
protective cover important to S. p. brooksi. In addition, the change in
microclimate and substrate will likely alter the terrestrial invertebrate community,
which could influence foraging opportunities for the shrew. The terrestrial
invertebrate community composition is influenced by the composition (type and
amount) of the vegetation and litter layers (Ehrlich and Murphy 1987). Insects
may be more numerous on moist, nutrient-rich sites (Shvarts and Demin 1994).
The removal of the understorey vegetation will also reduce shading of, and
organic input to, the newly constructed channel, which will also likely adversely
affect the aquatic invertebrate community.
Erosion effects
o Erosion of streambanks and the resulting siltation can negatively affect aquatic
invertebrate communities, which are an important food source for S. p. brooksi.
Armouring of creekbed sides to prevent erosion
o Extensive armouring of creekbed sides can adversely affect habitat for S. p.
brooksi by: resulting in a more exposed ground surface with little cover, slowing
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revegetation of the creek sides, providing a less hospitable substrate for terrestrial
invertebrates, and providing a more difficult terrain for shrew movements.
Creation of a berm between the constructed side channel and Rosewall Creek
o The creation of a berm may result in erosion during higher flow events, especially
until vegetation is planted to stabilize slope. If the berm is not quickly revegetated
/ planted, it may form a barrier to movement of S. p. brooksi between the newly
constructed side channel and Rosewall Creek.
Creation of a road to the site
o Road creation involves the removal of overstorey and understorey vegetation.
Because S. p. brooksi is closely associated with aquatic habitat, this would largely
not have a negative effect unless streams, wetlands, and wet areas were affected.
The proposed route of the road at Rosewall Creek is unlikely to result in habitat
degradation for S. p. brooksi.
o Road creation can also result in greater erosion events. The resultant siltation of
the aquatic environment can negatively affect habitat for S. p. brooksi by
negatively affecting its aquatic macroinvertebrate food source.
o Roads can also be related to the introduction of contaminants to the site, and the
introduction of invasive species.
Loss of existing wet areas
o Side channel construction will involve making pool areas in the existing wet
areas, which are primarily in the eastern section of the project area. Although the
wet areas in their current form will be lost, additional habitat will be created
resulting in an overall increase in suitable habitat for S. p. brooksi, once
vegetation has regrown to provide cover to the site.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Forest and wetland ecosystems like those present in the Rosewall Creek area serve to protect
watercourses, fish, and aquatic habitat through erosion control, water filtration, channel-edge
protection, and flood control. In addition, forests provide food, humidity control, temperature
control, and a source of woody debris in and above the stream channel. The construction of the
Rosewall Creek side channel will result in the disturbance to forest, riparian, and wetland
ecosystems and existing habitat will be lost in order to create alternate stream habitat.
Efforts are being made by the project proponents to protect values such as old-growth trees (D.
Clough pers. comm.), which will benefit birds and mammals. Although the location of the
proposed channel may follow an historic streambed, the current habitat has succeeded to that of a
wetland and the plant associations in the area are Red-listed by the CDC. Though no listed
amphibian species were confirmed breeding in the wetlands, they are used by Red-legged Frogs
for summer foraging, hydration, and cover, and likely by the Vancouver Island water shrew as
well. The richness and rarity of species associated with wetlands has been found to be higher
than that of streams, but small wetlands like those in the project area are largely unprotected
from development:
“At the individual site level (alpha diversity), rivers were found to be the most
species-rich waterbodies; however, at the regional level (gamma diversity), ponds
were the most species-rich aquatic habitat for both wetland plants and
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macroinvertebrates. In terms of rare species, ponds also had a higher rarity value,
measured by a Species Rarity Index, than other habitat types, although data for
this analysis were only available from the United Kingdom. The high biodiversity
values of ponds suggest that they should be more central to strategies for the
protection and management of aquatic biodiversity.” Davies et al. 2008.
The richness and diversity of species currently associated with the wetland habitat along the west
end of the proposed project area will likely decrease with the construction of the proposed side
channel project. Compared to isolated wetland habitats, side channel habitats typically contain
flowing water, potentially colder water, fluctuating water levels, fewer plant species (due to
water depth, water fluctuations, and basin topography / steep banks), and fewer invertebrates due
to the presence of a major aquatic predator (fish).
The following recommendations will help minimize the impacts of the proposed project on
vegetation and wildlife:
Prevent unnecessary encroachment into natural ecosystems
 Confine the project “footprint” to the smallest possible area to reduce habitat loss and
mortality. Plan and organize construction to minimize the overall project footprint.
o Plan staging and storage areas for equipment and materials in already impacted
areas or in areas that appear to have lower quality habitat.
o Minimize the impacts to riparian vegetation, to preserve higher value bird and
mammal foraging habitat that occurs in those areas.
o Ensure that water still enters the existing side channel on the north side of
Rosewall Creek at times of high flow to maintain habitat for Vancouver Island
water shrew.
 Naturalize the design the side channel in such a way that allows the existing wetlands to
continue to function as much as possible, retain water during peak flows, and provide fish
habitat. Attempt to enhance the flow through the depression where the side channel will
be located while minimizing the impact to these systems.
 Minimize tree removal in the fill deposition area in order to maintain shade along the left
bank of the side channel, which is a narrow strip of riparian vegetation along Rosewall
Creek.
 Fence areas outside of the construction zone to prevent encroachment into sensitive areas
during construction and restoration activities.
 Restrict machinery to roads wherever possible to avoid disturbance to the natural
vegetation.
 Avoid cutting trees in order to maintain the shade, humidity, and the temperature of the
forest and stream communities. Machinery access and construction of the access road and
side channel may require the removal of individual trees and plants (e.g., to meet
operational or safety concerns).
o If trees are felled, the wood should be left in the forest for nutrient inputs,
moisture, and other habitat values. Retain wood on site or use for habitat
placement within the fill deposition zone.
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o When practical, prune or top the vegetation instead of uprooting. Fall or top all
trees so that the branches do not enter the proposed side channel, unless they are
being placed for instream habitat.
o When altering a tree that is located in wet habitat, ensure that the root structure
and stability are maintained.
Minimize impacts to wildlife and their habitat during construction.
 All site workers should be made aware of the importance of protecting wildlife and
wildlife habitat from disturbance prior to the commencement of work.
o Key wildlife features within close proximity to the construction zone, should be
clearly marked if they are to be retained (e.g., significant trees, snags, coarse
woody debris).
 Where possible, avoid damaging or removing trees and snags (wildlife and veteran
trees), especially those containing cavities or other wildlife features. Wildlife trees are a
source of food and shelter for numerous species such as woodpeckers, owls, bats, small
birds of prey, and squirrels. Snags provide habitat for species such as brown creepers,
chestnut-backed chickadees, golden-crowned kinglets, red-breasted nuthatches, warblers,
and wrens. Tall snags may attract birds of prey such as hawks and eagles.
o All wildlife trees in the project corridor should be identified and flagged prior to
construction and retained wherever possible.
o “Danger Trees” that are a safety concern to construction crews may be removed.
 Where possible, avoid damaging or removing coarse woody debris (stumps, logs, large
branches) and ground cover where possible as both provide habitat for animals such as
amphibians, rodents, insects, and birds. Relocate woody debris from the construction
zone to the fill deposition area during post-construction restoration.
o Maintain downed wood on the ground in the area surrounding the side channel
and between the constructed side channel and Rosewall Creek, to provide travel
routes for S. p. brooksi.
o Consider adding downed wood (and planting riparian vegetation) in the
surrounding habitat to provide travel routes for S. p. brooksi and other small
mammals, and to provide a substrate for terrestrial invertebrates. Emphasize
connectivity between Rosewall Creek and the newly created side channel, as well
as between the side channel and any wet areas in the surrounding habitat. Ensure
that cover is provided along the entire route (including the berm).
o Instead of (or in addition to) placing stumps and logs solely as in-stream
structures, place downed wood that crosses the terrestrial-aquatic interface. This
will provide cover and access for S. p. brooksi to the aquatic environment, in
addition to providing fish habitat and a substrate for aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrates. Retaining the bark on logs if possible will increase the log’s
usefulness to invertebrates. Downed wood larger than 6 cm in diameter is more
useful than smaller pieces (based on research on terrestrial shrew species; Craig
1995)
 Avoid constructing high, steep sides on the channel, which will impede movement by S.
p. brooksi and other mammals and reduces habitat quality for amphibians (e.g., reduces
the probability of breeding).
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o Consider incorporating shallow water zones, gentle slopes, and terraced banks in
some areas to create shallow water habitat that will facilitate emergent vegetation
and amphibian breeding
o If steep areas are created, consider adding downed wood that crosses the landwater interface at regular intervals to provide easier access to the stream for S. p.
brooksi
Remove all worksite and construction crew garbage on a daily basis to avoid attracting
and habituating wildlife to the area. Problem wildlife would be a concern on the nearby
Rosewall Creek recreational trail.
Where possible, avoid the use of riprap because large boulders are less suitable than
gravel, cobble, and mud substrates for water shrews.

Minimize negative impacts from construction activities
 When practical, alter the vegetation in the side channel corridor by hand. If machinery
must be used, operate machinery on land (above the high water mark) and in a manner
that minimizes disturbance to surrounding wetland, floodplain, or wet forest habitat. If
any disturbance occurs, the area should be restored to its original condition.
 Machinery should arrive on site in a clean condition and is to be maintained free of fluid
leaks, invasive species, and noxious weeds. It is recommended that machinery be steam
cleaned to prevent introduction of weedy plant species from other sites.
 Wash, refuel and service machinery, and store fuel and other materials for the machinery
including hand tools at locations away from water to prevent any deleterious substances
from entering the aquatic habitat.
 Keep an emergency spill kit on site in case of fluid leaks or spills from machinery.
 Protect trees from mechanical damage, soil disturbance, and soil compaction so that they
can maintain and provide streamside and forest functions. In high traffic areas (such as
work sites, storage areas, construction areas) Tree Protection Zones should be
established.
o Protecting trees includes, but is not limited to, establishing access routes which
avoid tree roots, storage of excavation/building material away from retained trees,
flagging and fencing of retained trees, and covering tree roots in access areas with
at least 15cm of wood chip mulch (or similar material) to avoid root compaction.
A professional arborist may need to be consulted during planning or if trees
require pruning.
o Tree Protection Zones should be marked or fenced to prevent encroachment.
o Construction may destabilize the trees in wet areas. Buffers should be established
around these areas to prevent falling trees or tree mortality.
o When possible, avoid placement of machinery near or under trees. No effluent or
other pollutants should be near protected trees that would contaminate soil around
trees.
o Do not trench through the rooting zone of trees.
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Deposit side channel fill in a way that mimics the surrounding forest and minimizes erosion
and colonization of invasive plant species
 Salvage sections of vegetation with their associated soils (“sods”) from the excavated
side channel or access road. Plant the “sods” into disturbed sites. Vegetation frequently is
more successful when planted with its native soils.
 When excavating the side channel, place top soil in a separate area from the underlying
soil layers. Deposit the underlying layers in the deposition zone first, placing the top soil
over the top of the fill. This will allow the natural seed bank to be preserved and placed
close to the soil surface for easier germination.
Minimize impacts to small side channels
 Clearly mark the side channels for visibility. Several small channels were located within
the side channel construction zone and fill deposition zone. As it is likely that these will
be dry at the time of construction, they may go undetected by field crews and would be
easy to damage.
 Avoid filling the channels. Ensure that raw soils are deposited outside the channels and
protected so that erosion into the channels or watercourses is minimized.
o Portions of the salmonberry-devil’s club community and the channel within it
(C4, Fig. 2) are contained within the fill deposition zone. Currently, water moves
through this community through a series of channels and through the soil.
Maintaining the hydrological flow through this area will be important if this
community is to remain intact.
 Avoid moving machinery through the channels and restore any disturbance in a timely
manner to retain the area’s natural functions.
Minimize impacts from sediment, erosion, and non-native plants
 All construction should be overseen by an environmental monitor. The purpose of an
environmental monitor is to ensure that all construction, erosion, and sediment control
plans are being executed properly and that the construction is occurring in an
environmentally sound manner that takes wildlife and habitat into consideration. In
particular, the monitoring of any clearing, machinery use, construction, and re-vegetation
is recommended. It is also advisable to have the environmental monitor contribute to the
planning phase of the project.
o The monitor must have a working knowledge of construction and erosion control
techniques, as well as strong understanding of natural systems. Clear
communication is an important component of the monitor’s job. The monitor
hired should be brought in at the planning stages of the project and be one that is
acceptable to all parties.
o A monitor should confirm that all permits are in place prior to the commencement
of any development. This includes notification or authorization appropriate under
the Water Act and wildlife collection permits for potential salvage. The monitor is
responsible for making certain that all relevant regulations are followed and that
appropriate preventative measures are taken to protect fish habitat.
 Design the access road and side channel so that stormwater runoff from the hill slope, is
directed away from the road and channel and allowed to percolate into the soils.
Stormwater run-off and the use of machinery on slopes, in wet habitats, or near streams
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can introduce deleterious substances to the watercourses and result in erosion and
sedimentation.
o This may include directing run-off into a constructed wetland, bioswale, or
vegetated area to remove suspended solids, dissipate velocity and prevent
slumping, erosion, or de-stabilization of slopes. As there were seepages along the
hill slope, constructed wetlands could provide additional habitat, as well as
stormwater retention areas.
Complete an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan prior to commencing construction to
avoid impacts to Rosewall Creek, wetlands, and the proposed side channel. These plans
should include, but are not limited to, work site boundary maps, logging and clearing
plans, staging areas, sediment control, and wastewater disposal.
o Care shall be exercised during all phases of the work to prevent silt or debris from
entering the either the side channel or Rosewall Creek. Work should be carried
out from land, avoiding any instream or wetland contact. All disturbed banks of
the creek shall be restored to function as they did in their original condition.
o Any excavated material shall be deposited in a stable area above the high water
mark or top of bank of the creek and set back from the high water mark of the
creek by a distance of at least 7.5 metres and in such a way that the excavated
material does not contribute sediment or debris to the creek.
o Install effective sediment and erosion control measures before starting work to
prevent the entry of sediment into the watercourse. Inspect them regularly during
the course of construction and make all necessary repairs if any damage occurs.
Protect riparian zones and invertebrate communities. Salmon and trout feed on aquatic
and terrestrial insects while inhabiting streams. Riparian buffer zones protect vegetation
which acts as a terrestrial insect transport when leaves and debris fall off vegetation into
the stream.
o Additional erosion control planning should be focussed on the riparian area of
Rosewall Creek along the pipeline. The distance between the proposed side
channel pipeline and Rosewall Creek is quite narrow (often less than 20 m). There
will be little buffering from construction in this area.
o The placement of the intake weir may create a barrier to movement of S. p.
brooksi. Consider planting around the site with advanced regeneration, and
possibly placing downed wood to create a movement corridor for the shrew that
goes around the obstruction
o Monitor the side channel, especially during the first few years after construction
to ensure that erosion is not negatively affecting aquatic invertebrate populations.
Planting should be done immediately after construction to reduce the probability of
introduced species degrading riparian habitat. Except along the existing logging road and
disturbed areas within the cutblock, there were very few introduced species found in the
study areas. For a short period of time after construction, new species will be able to
colonize the disturbed areas. This is a great opportunity for exotic species or invasives to
take hold. In particular, Himalayan blackberry, reed canarygrass, and knotweed have
been particularly difficult in disturbed riparian areas.
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Re-vegetate disturbed areas as soon as the localized construction is complete in order to
minimize erosion
 All plans should also include post-construction restoration. Immediate seeding after
construction is essential to reducing erosion, colonization by invasive or exotic species,
and to restore and/or create riparian functions of the streamside systems. All disturbed
banks of Rosewall Creek shall be restored to function as they did in their original
condition.
 Vegetate any disturbed areas (e.g., side channel banks, pipeline area, and the berm) by
planting and seeding with native trees, shrubs or grasses and cover such areas with
mulch to prevent erosion and to help seeds germinate.
o Re-vegetating or seeding raw soils should be completed immediately after
construction to diminish erosion in the rainier seasons.
o Maintain effective sediment and erosion control measures until re-vegetation of
disturbed areas is achieved. If there is insufficient time remaining in the growing
season to successfully plant, the site should be stabilized (e.g., cover exposed
areas with erosion control blankets to keep the soil in place and prevent erosion)
and vegetated the following spring.
o If using grass seed mixture to stabilize slopes, make sure other species of plants
are also planted to avoid ending up with a grassy slope with minimal native
riparian vegetation (Fig. 9). Grass does not provide the same microclimate
characteristics, security cover, or substrate for invertebrates as riparian vegetation.
o Conduct regular maintenance to improve the chances of survival within the first
year of plant growth. This may include routine irrigation, removal of invasive
species, re-planting if there is low survivorship or recruitment, and/or installation
of browse guards. Ask Streamkeepers to be aware of the potential for introduced
species and to remove them where possible
o Wherever possible, salvage native plants from areas to be disturbed for later
replanting. To further improve the microclimate of the site, plant trees (advanced
regeneration), and plant and/or encourage the growth of fast-growing riparian
species such as alder. Consider salvaging advanced growth from the site and
replanting.
o Native fruiting trees and shrubs should be planted to promote recolonization by
seed and provide wildlife food sources.
o Stock should be planted in the fall (September to October) or spring (March to
April) depending on local conditions.
o To ensure success of the transplants, at least 80% should survive within the first
year of planting.
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Figure 9. A salmon spawning channel created at Elk Falls.
(larger project than proposed here). Note the steep grassy banks. Shrubs are just beginning to grow along the edge,
years after the site was created. Along other sections at the site, the banks were extensively armoured with riprap
and then seeded with grass. Downed wood was placed that crossed the terrestrial-aquatic habitats.

Minimze the impact of the access road
 Limit access to the site.
o This will minimize further colonization of introduced species and invasives along
the logging and access roads, where weedy species may be inadvertently
introduced and/or spread. A new road will allow easier entry into the cutblock and
side channel below by recreational users (i.e., hikers, bicyclists, and ATVs).
o Control access to the site to minimize any potential impacts of the project on elk
that may occur in the area (e.g., locked gate on access road).
 Raise awareness of Didymo in Rosewall Creek with Streamkeeper and other conservation
groups in the area, and contractors at the site. Be aware of the potential of introducing
Didymo between Rosewall Creek and other uninfected areas.
 Develop and implement a recreational site usage design that includes a Weed
Management Plan early on, before invasive species take hold, to ensure a natural and
healthy ecosystem. A Weed Management Plan should include the following:
o Consistent, frequent, monitoring for invasive occurrences. When new plants are
observed, they should be documented so that they can be targeted for removal.
Community members may be encouraged to have “weeding parties” to remove the
small patches of invasive species.
o Education should be a part of the plan, so that native species are not accidentally
damaged. Replacing weeds with appropriate native species immediately after
removal will help to prevent new weeds from emerging in the newly disturbed areas.
Amphibians
In addition to those above, the following recommendations will help reduce impacts to local
amphibian populations if the project were to continue as proposed:
 Create wetland habitat to compensate for lost habitat as a result of channel creation.
Ensure that the constructed wetlands are protected from fish invasion (e.g., isolated).
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Time construction to a period of low amphibian activity. Build the proposed channel
during amphibian overwintering in hopes that the least number of amphibians are active
at the site (e.g., Oct.-Feb.).
Conduct a salvage operation before construction begins to relocate as many amphibians
as possible, especially Northwestern Salamanders and adult Rough-skinned Newts
o A permit from the Ministry of Environment (MOE) will be required to complete
this. The application for a salvage permit should be submitted at least two months
before it is scheduled to occur and at least one week will be needed for the
salvage
o The closest suitable site for relocation must be identified (i.e., scoped out) before
the salvage permit is submitted to the MOE
Take appropriate measures to reduce impacts of the access road on wetlands in terms of
water quality and quantity (erosion control, adequate placement and frequency of
culverts, etc.). The north end of the proposed road comes close to/will impact small
wetlands at base of the hill slope. These wetlands appear to be fed by water from the hill
slope.
Consider creating fish exclusion zones within the proposed side channel that can serve as
amphibian and invertebrate refuge areas. For example, the installation of mesh fencing
may keep larger fish predators out of some areas while allowing amphibians and
invertebrates to pass through.
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APPENDIX I: PLANT SPECIES LOCATED IN THE ROSEWALL CREEK SIDE CHANNEL
STUDY AREA
Table1- 1. Consolidated Vegetation list. Plants found in the Rosewall Creek study areas. This
general plant survey was completed in July and August, 2009. This is not a comprehensive list.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Tree species
bigleaf maple
black cottonwood
cascara
coast Douglas-fir
grand fir
red alder
Sitka spruce
western hemlock
western redcedar
willow

Acer macrophyllum
Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa
Rhamnus purshiana
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii
Abies grandis
Alnus rubra
Picea sitchensis
Tsuga heterophylla
Thuja plicata
Salix sp.

Shrub species
baldhip rose
black raspberry
bracken fern
devil’s club
dull Oregon-grape
English holly*
Himalayan blackberry*
oceanspray
red huckleberry
salal
salmonberry
Scotch broom*
spurge-laurel*
stink current
trailing blackberry
thimbleberry
wild black gooseberry

Rosa gymnocarpa
Rubus leucodermis
Pteridium aquilinum
Oplopanax horridus
Mahonia nervosa
Ilex aquifolium*
Rubus discolor*
Holodiscus discolor
Vaccinium parvifolium
Gaultheria shallon
Rubus spectabilis
Cytisus scoparius*
Daphne laureola*
Ribes bracteosum
Rubus ursinus
Rubus parviflorus var. parviflorus
Ribes divaricatum ssp. divaricatum

Herbs
American speedwell
bog St. John's-wort
bracken fern
broad-leaved starflower
bull thistle*
common horsetail
common rush
Cooley's hedge-nettle
cow-parsnip
dagger-leaf rush

Veronica beccabunga ssp. americana
Hypericum anagalloides
Pteridium aquilinum
Trientalis borealis ssp. latifolia
Cirsium vulgare*
Equisetum arvense
Juncus effusus
Stachys chamissonis
Heracleum maximum
Juncus ensifolius
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Table 1-1 (continued). Consolidated Vegetation list. Plants found in the Rosewall Creek study
areas.
deer fern
enchanter's-nightshade
fireweed
goatsbeard
grasses
lady fern
licorice fern
mannagrass
mountain sweet-cicely
northern maiden-hair fern
oxeye daisy*
Pacific bleeding heart
Pacific water-parsley
pathfinder
Roberts geranium
rushes
sedges
self-heal*
Sitka columbine
skunk cabbage
small bedstraw
small-flowered bulrush
sweet-clover*
sweet-scented bedstraw
sword fern
thistles
three-leaved foamflower
twinflower
vanilla-leaf
violet
wall lettuce
wood strawberry
yellow monkey-flower
Mosses and Liverworts
electrified cat's-tail moss
flat-moss
lanky moss
large leafy moss
leafy moss
Oregon beaked-moss
palm tree moss
slender beaked-moss
step moss
tree-moss
*

Blechnum spicant
Circaea alpina ssp. pacifica
Epilobium angustifolium
Aruncus dioicus
Athyrium filix-femina
Polypodium glycyrrhiza
Glyceria sp.
Osmorhiza berteroi
Adiantum aleuticum
Leucanthemum vulgare*
Dicentra formosa
Oenanthe sarmentosa
Adenocaulon bicolor
Geranium robertianum
Juncus spp.
Carex spp.
Prunella vulgaris*
Aquilegia formosa
Lysichiton americanus
Galium trifidum
Scirpus microcarpus
Melilotus sp.*
Galium triflorum
Polystichum munitum
Cirsium spp.
Tiarella trifoliata var. trifoliate
Linnaea borealis
Achlys triphylla
Viola sp.
Lactuca muralis
Fragaria vesca
Mimulus guttatus
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus
Plagiothecium undulatum
Rhytidiadelphus loreus
Rhizomnium glabrescens
Plagiomnium spp.
Eurhynchium oreganum
Leucolepis acanthoneuron
Eurhynchium praelongum
Hylocomium splendens
Climacium dendroides

Introduced or invasive plant species.
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Table 1- 2. Plants found in the Rosewall Creek Side Channel study area. Survey completed in
July and August, 2009. This is not a comprehensive list. Not all species were recorded.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Tree species
bigleaf maple
black cottonwood
cascara
coast Douglas-fir
grand fir
red alder
Sitka spruce
western hemlock
western redcedar

Acer macrophyllum
Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa
Rhamnus purshiana
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii
Abies grandis
Alnus rubra
Picea sitchensis
Tsuga heterophylla
Thuja plicata

Shrub species
baldhip rose
black raspberry
devil’s club
dull Oregon-grape
oceanspray
red huckleberry
salal
salmonberry
spurge-laurel*
stink current
trailing blackberry

Rosa gymnocarpa
Rubus leucodermis
Oplopanax horridus
Mahonia nervosa
Holodiscus discolor
Vaccinium parvifolium
Gaultheria shallon
Rubus spectabilis
Daphne laureola*
Ribes bracteosum
Rubus ursinus

Herbs
American speedwell
common horsetail
Cooley's hedge-nettle
cow-parsnip
deer fern
goatsbeard
grasses
lady fern
licorice fern
mannagrass
mountain sweet-cicely
northern maiden-hair fern
Pacific water-parsley
pathfinder
sedges
Sitka columbine
skunk cabbage
small bedstraw
small-flowered bulrush

Veronica beccabunga ssp. americana
Equisetum arvense
Stachys chamissonis
Heracleum maximum
Blechnum spicant
Aruncus dioicus
Athyrium filix-femina
Polypodium glycyrrhiza
Glyceria sp.
Osmorhiza berteroi
Adiantum aleuticum
Oenanthe sarmentosa
Adenocaulon bicolor
Carex spp.
Aquilegia formosa
Lysichiton americanus
Galium trifidum
Scirpus microcarpus
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Table 1-2 (continued). Plants found in the Rosewall Creek Side Channel study area. Survey
completed in July and August, 2009.
sweet-scented bedstraw
sword fern
three-leaved foamflower
vanilla-leaf
violet
wall lettuce
wood strawberry

Galium triflorum
Polystichum munitum
Tiarella trifoliata var. trifoliate
Achlys triphylla
Viola sp.
Lactuca muralis
Fragaria vesca

Mosses and Liverworts
electrified cat's-tail moss
lanky moss
large leafy moss
leafy moss
Oregon beaked-moss
palm tree moss
slender beaked-moss
step moss

Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus
Rhytidiadelphus loreus
Rhizomnium glabrescens
Plagiomnium spp.
Eurhynchium oreganum
Leucolepis acanthoneuron
Eurhynchium praelongum
Hylocomium splendens

*

Introduced or invasive plant species.
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Table1- 3. Plants found in the Access Road study area. Survey completed in July and August,
2009. This is not a comprehensive list. Not all species were recorded.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Tree species
bigleaf maple
red alder
western hemlock
western redcedar
willow

Acer macrophyllum
Alnus rubra
Tsuga heterophylla
Thuja plicata
Salix sp.

Shrub species
black raspberry
devil’s club
dull Oregon-grape
English holly*
Himalayan blackberry*
red huckleberry
salmonberry
Scotch broom*
thimbleberry
trailing blackberry
wild black gooseberry

Rubus leucodermis
Oplopanax horridus
Mahonia nervosa
Ilex aquifolium*
Rubus discolor*
Vaccinium parvifolium
Rubus spectabilis
Cytisus scoparius*
Rubus parviflorus var. parviflorus
Rubus ursinus
Ribes divaricatum ssp. divaricatum

Herbs
American speedwell
bog St. John's-wort
bracken fern
bull thistle*
common rush
dagger-leaf rush
fireweed
grasses
lady fern
orchard-grass*
oxeye daisy*
Pacific water-parsley
pathfinder
rushes
sedges
self-heal*
small-flowered bulrush
sweet-clover*
sweet-scented bedstraw
sword fern
thistles *
three-leaved foamflower
twinflower

Veronica beccabunga ssp. americana
Hypericum anagalloides
Pteridium aquilinum
Cirsium vulgare*
Juncus effusus
Juncus ensifolius
Epilobium angustifolium
Athyrium filix-femina
Dactylis glomerata*
Leucanthemum vulgare*
Oenanthe sarmentosa
Adenocaulon bicolor
Juncus spp.
Carex spp.
Prunella vulgaris*
Scirpus microcarpus
Melilotus sp.*
Galium triflorum
Polystichum munitum
Cirsium spp.*
Tiarella trifoliata var. trifoliate
Linnaea borealis
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Table 1-3 (continued). Plants found in the Access Road study area study area. Survey completed
in July and August, 2009.
vanilla-leaf
wall lettuce
yellow monkey-flower

Achlys triphylla
Lactuca muralis
Mimulus guttatus

Mosses and Liverworts
lanky moss
Oregon beaked-moss
step moss

Rhytidiadelphus loreus
Eurhynchium oreganum
Hylocomium splendens

*

Introduced or invasive plant species.
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APPENDIX II: AT RISK PLANT SPECIES AND PLANT COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE
CWHXM OF THE CAMPBELL RIVER FOREST DISTRICT
Table 2-1.Species at Risk in the CWHxm1 Biogeoclimatic zone of the South Island Forest
District within the Comox Valley Regional District: Plants.
Plants species identified by the BC Conservation Data Center as at risk in the CWHxm of the Comox Valley
Regional District within the South Island Forest District (BCCDC 2008a).
Global
Rank

Prov
Rank

yellow sand-verbena

G5

S3

Blue

Allium amplectens

slimleaf onion

G4

S3

Blue

Allium crenulatum

Olympic onion

G4

S2

Red

Alopecurus carolinianus

Carolina meadowfoxtail

G5

S2

Red

Anagallis minima

chaffweed

G5

S3

Blue

G5

S2S3

Blue

Scientific Name

English Name

Abronia latifolia

Andreaea rothii

COSEWIC

Bidens amplissima

Vancouver Island
beggarticks

G3

S3

Botrychium simplex

least moonwort

G5

S2S3

Blue

Dicranum bonjeanii

G4G5

S2S3

Blue

Ditrichum schimperi

G3G5

S2S3

Blue

G3?

S3

Blue

G4

S2S3

Blue

Eucephalus paucicapitatus

Olympic mountain
aster

Eurhynchium riparioides

SC (Nov
2001)

BC
Status

Blue

Fraxinus latifolia

Oregon ash

G5

S1

Red

Isoetes nuttallii

Nuttall's quillwort

G4?

S3

Blue

Juncus oxymeris

pointed rush

G5

S2S3

Blue

Lilaea scilloides

flowering quillwort

G5?

S2S3

Blue

Limnanthes macounii

Macoun's meadowfoam

G2

S2

Polygonum paronychia

black knotweed

G5

S3

Blue

Rubus nivalis

snow bramble

G4?

S3?

Blue

Sanguisorba menziesii

Menzies' burnet

G3G4

S2S3

Blue
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T(Nov 2004)

Red

Table 2-1 (continued). Species at Risk in the CWHxm1 Biogeoclimatic zone of the South Island
Forest District within the Comox Valley Regional District:: Plants.
Scientific Name

English Name

Global
Rank

Prov
Rank

COSEWIC

BC
Status

Sanicula bipinnatifida

purple sanicle

G5

S2

T (May
2001)

Red

Schoenoplectus
americanus

Olney's bulrush

G5

S1

Sericocarpus rigidus

white-top aster

G3

S2

Sidalcea hendersonii

Henderson's
checker-mallow

G3

S3

Blue

G5?

S2S3

Blue
Blue

Tortula subulata
Trifolium depauperatum
var. depauperatum

poverty clover

G5T5?

S3

Viola praemorsa ssp.
praemorsa

yellow montane
violet

G5T3T5

S2

52

Red
SC (Apr
2009)

E (May
2007)

Red

Red

Table 2-2. Species at Risk in the CWHxm Biogeoclimatic zone of the South Island Forest District: Plant Communities.
Plant communities identified by the BC Conservation Data Center as at risk in the CWHxm1 of the South Island Forest District (BCCDC 2008a). Listed species
found in the study area are highlighted.
Global
Rank

Prov
Rank

BC
Status

slender sedge / white beakrush

G2

S2

Red

CDFmm/Wf53;CWHmm1/Wf53;CWHmm2/
Wf53;CWHxm1/Wf53;CWHxm2/Wf53

Carex sitchensis - Oenanthe
sarmentosa

Sitka sedge - Pacific waterparsley

G3

S3

Blue

CWHvh2/Wm50;CWHwm/Wm50;CWHxm1/
Wm50

Ledum groenlandicum / Kalmia
microphylla / Sphagnum spp.

Labrador tea / western boglaurel / peat-mosses

G4

S3

Blue

CWHvm1/Wb50;CWHxm1/Wb50;CWHxm2/
Wb50

Myrica gale / Carex sitchensis

sweet gale / Sitka sedge
G3

S2

Red

CDFmm/Wf52;CWHmm1/Wf52;CWHmm2/
Wf52;CWHvh2/Wf52;CWHwm/Wf52;CWHx
m1/Wf52;CWHxm2/Wf52

G3

S2

Red

GNR

S3

Blue

Scientific Name

English Name

Carex lasiocarpa / Rhynchospora
alba

Picea sitchensis / Rubus
spectabilis Very Dry Maritime-

Sitka spruce / salmonberry
Very Dry Maritime

Pinus contorta / Sphagnum spp.
Very Dry Maritime

lodgepole pine / peat-mosses
Very Dry Maritime

Populus balsamifera ssp.
trichocarpa - Alnus rubra / Rubus
spectabilis

black cottonwood - red alder /
salmonberry

Populus balsamifera ssp.
trichocarpa / Salix sitchensis

black cottonwood / Sitka willow

Pseudotsuga menziesii - Pinus
contorta / Racomitrium canescens

Douglas-fir - lodgepole pine /
grey rock-moss

Pseudotsuga menziesii /
Polystichum munitum

Douglas-fir / sword fern

GNR

S3

Blue

GNR

S2S3

Blue

GNR

S2

Red

G2G4

S2

Red
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Biogeoclimatic zone

CWHxm1/08;CWHxm2/08
CWHxm1/11;CWHxm2/11
CWHdm/09;CWHds1/09;CWHds2/09;CWH
mm1/09;CWHms1/08;CWHms2/08;CWHvm
1/10;CWHwm/06;CWHws1/08;CWHws2/08;
CWHxm1/09;CWHxm2/09
CWHdm/10;CWHxm1/10;CWHxm2/10
CWHxm1/02
CWHdm/04;CWHxm1/04;CWHxm2/04

Table 2-2 (continued). Species at Risk in the CWHxm Biogeoclimatic zone of the South Island Forest District: Plant Communities.
Global
Rank

Prov
Rank

BC
Status

Douglas-fir - western hemlock
/ salal Dry Maritime

G3G4

S2S3

Blue

Henderson's checker-mallow
Tidal Marsh

G1

S1

Red

GNR

S2S3

Blue

GNR

S2

Red

Scientific Name

English Name

Pseudotsuga menziesii - Tsuga
heterophylla / Gaultheria shallon
Dry Maritime
Sidalcea hendersonii Tidal Marsh
Thuja plicata / Carex obnupta
Thuja plicata / Lonicera
involucrate

western redcedar / slough
sedge
western redcedar / black
twinberry

Thuja plicata - Picea sitchensis /
Lysichiton americanus

western redcedar - Sitka
spruce / skunk cabbage

Thuja plicata / Polystichum
munitum Very Dry Maritime
Thuja plicata / Rubus spectabilis

western redcedar / sword fern
Very Dry Maritime
western redcedar /
salmonberry

Thuja plicata / Tiarella trifoliata
Very Dry Maritime

western redcedar / threeleaved foamflower Very Dry
Maritime
western hemlock - Douglas-fir
/ Oregon beaked-moss

Tsuga heterophylla Pseudotsuga menziesii /
Eurhynchium oreganum
Tsuga heterophylla - Thuja plicata
/ Blechnum spicant

western hemlock - western
redcedar / deer fern

Biogeoclimatic zone
CWHdm/03;CWHxm1/03;CWHxm2/03

G3?

S3?

Blue

GNR

S2S3

Blue

GNR

S1S2

Red

G3

S2

Red

G3G4

S2

Red

G2G3

S2

Red

CWHxm1/00
CWHdm/15;CWHxm1/15;CWHxm2/15
CWHdm/14;CWHxm1/14;CWHxm2/14
CWHdm/12;CWHds1/12;CWHds2/12;CWH
mm1/12;CWHms1/11;CWHms2/11;CWHvh1
/13;CWHvh2/13;CWHvm1/14;CWHwh1/12;
CWHwh2/06;CWHws1/11;CWHxm1/12;CW
Hxm2/12
CWHxm1/05;CWHxm2/05
CWHdm/13;CWHxm1/13;CWHxm2/13
CWHxm1/07;CWHxm2/07
CWHxm1/01;CWHxm2/01
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CWHdm/06;CWHxm1/06;CWHxm2/06

Table 2-2 (continued). Species at Risk in the CWHxm Biogeoclimatic zone of the South Island Forest District: Plant Communities.
Scientific Name

English Name

Typha latifolia Marsh

common cattail Marsh

Global
Rank
G5

55

Prov
Rank
S3

BC
Status
Blue

Biogeoclimatic zone
BGxh1/Wm05;BGxh2/Wm05;BGxw1/Wm05;
CDFmm/Wm05;CWHdm/Wm05;CWHxm1/
Wm05;CWHxm2/Wm05;IDFdk1/Wm05;IDFd
k2/Wm05;IDFdk3/Wm05;IDFdm1/Wm05;IDF
dm2/Wm05;IDFmw1/Wm05;IDFmw2/Wm05;
IDFxh1/Wm05;IDFxh2/Wm05;IDFxk/Wm05;
PPdh2/Wm05;PPxh1/Wm05;PPxh2/Wm05

Proposed Rosewall Creek Side-channel – Flood Analysis
Hydrologic Analysis
Peak flow probabilities for Rosewall Creek in the vicinity of the proposed side-channel project were estimated by
transferring recorded historical flows from the WSC gauging station Nile Creek Near Bowser - 08HB022 to the
site in question by multiplying by a factor based on the ratio of the drainage areas of the two locations, as
follows1:

QRosewall

A
 QNile  Rosewall
 ANile





0.785

Where Q and A refer to flow and drainage area, respectively. The drainage areas corresponding to the two
locations are illustrated below.

Rosewall
Creek

WSC Gauging
Station 05HB022

Water Survey of Canada reports that the drainage area above the gauging station is 15 km2, whereas Obedkoff2
uses a figure of 13.4 km2. For the purposes of this analysis, a figure of 14.2 km2 was used. The drainage area
above the Rosewall Creek site was estimated from the 1:50,000 NTS Map 92F7; a figure of 41.9 km2 was used
in the analysis.
Values of instantaneous peak flow from Obedkoff were plotted against the maximum mean daily peak flows from
archived WSC records to develop a relationship between instantaneous and mean daily peak flows for WSC
station 08HB022. It was determined that instantaneous peak flows were roughly 1.75 times the mean daily peak
flows, as shown in the following chart:

1

British Columbia Streamflow Inventory, C. H. Coulson and W. Obedkoff, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks,
March, 1998.
2
Streamflow In the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island, W. Obedkoff, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management,
April, 2003.
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Recorded mean daily peak flows for the period 1960 to 2007 were converted to instantaneous peak flows using
this relationship, and the resulting instantaneous peaks were transferred to the project site using the drainage
area ratio relationship previously described. The results of a frequency analysis of the resulting data are plotted
in the following chart:
Rosewall Creek Flood Frequency
1000

Discharge (m3/s)

Based on an analysis of instantaneous peak flows recorded at
WSC Gauging Station Nile Creek Near Bowser (05HB022), and
transferred to Rosewall Creek based on a factor of the drainage
area ratio to the 0.785 power.
Nile Ck. Drainage Area - 14.2 km2
Rosewall Ck. Drainage Area - 43.2 km2
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Following Obedkoff2, the Pearson Type III distribution was used to fit the data. Based on that distribution, the
following table lists flows associated with various probabilities of occurrence:
Instantaneous Peak Flow Probability
Rosewall Creek Near Hatchery
The probability that Flow will
Flow
be equaled or exceeded in
(m3/s)
any given year
1:2
70
1:5
110
1:10
150
1:20
175
1:25
180
1:50
210
1:100
240

Hydraulic Analysis
Development of the proposed Rosewall Creek side-channel project would involve excavation of a
channel in the right-bank (looking downstream) floodplain of Rosewall Creek, accompanied by a floodprotection dyke. Near the upstream end of the proposed channel, the proposed dyke and channel
would create a significant constriction that may exacerbate the extent of flooding over the opposite
bank. To evaluate the extent to which development of the proposed channel would affect the extent of
flooding, a HEC-RAS model of Rosewall Creek was constructed. The following image shows the
extent of the model in plan:

The following image shows the calculated water-surface profile(s) associated with a 1:50 event, the
flood probability that is typically used as a design standard for side-channel projects of this nature.
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This plot illustrates that the main channel and floodplain of Rosewall Creek in the vicinity of the
proposed side-channel project is “hydraulically steep”, or that flows are “supercritical” in this reach.
The implications of this are that the water-surface elevation would be relatively unaffected by
downstream influences, and that the limited number of channel cross-sections that comprise the
model’s downstream extents shouldn’t significantly affect the validity of the analysis.
The above plot shows that the computed water-surface profiles for the existing channel, and the
situation where the floodplain is constricted by the presence of a flood-protection dyke, are almost
coincident. This suggests that development of the proposed side-channel should have negligible
impacts on the extent of flooding along Rosewall Creek.
The cross-section plot on the following page provides a more detailed view of how the proposed sidechannel project would affect water levels near the upstream end of the proposed project, where the
effects of the proposed floodplain encroachment would be the most significant. It can be seen that
water levels associated with a 1:50 event would only be about 7 cm higher than they would be under
existing conditions. It can also be seen that the trail on the left bank of the creek would be flooded
regardless of whether the floodplain were constricted by the proposed side-channel and dyke or not.
The point at which the proposed floodplain encroachment begins to influence flooding of the trail
would be at flows in the order of the 1:20 – 1:25 events. At those flows, the maximum difference in
water levels along this reach between existing conditions and the proposed situation where the
floodplain is constricted would be about 5 cm, a negligible amount, and within the limits of precision
associated with the analyses.
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Proposed R-110 Road
Management Plan

Section A – Project Overview
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society (FBSES)
are partnering on a Salmon Habitat Restoration Project on Rosewall Creek. This project will involve
construction and maintenance of a sidechannel located adjacent Rosewall Creek. The Society has
constructed several other smaller sidechannels in adjacent streams (Wilfred, Cook, Chef). These structures
provide valuable wetted habitat for salmon and other aquatic life in watersheds that have been historically
impacted by logging.
New road construction is required to provide access to the Salmon Enhancement Project site. This
management plan has been prepared in support of the Roadways Application package for the proposed new
access road R-110, and does not cover the proposed Salmon Enhancement Project. The proposed new road
construction is located immediately south of Rosewall Creek Park, in District Lot 95E&N, near the east
coast of Vancouver Island approximately mid-way between Qualicum Beach and Courtenay. Refer to
appendix A for a General Location map.
The scope of the project includes new construction of approximately 675 m of road from the existing
portion of spur R-110 to within approximately 30m of the Rosewall Creek Park boundary (Appendix B).
The road construction will require some timber felling, but is predominantly located within an existing
logged area.
Access to the proposed new road construction on R-110 is by vehicle off Highway 19 and spur road R-100.
Pending permit acquisition, road construction is proposed to commence in August 2010. The construction
would begin with the road and then depending on funding, the sidechannel would likely be built the
following year (2011).
Section B – Project Description
I. Outline of Proposed Development
a. Purpose
The proposed new road construction is required to access a Salmon Enhancement Project site on
Rosewall Creek. DFO and the FBES are conducting this project, which includes the construction of
a sidechannel for fish habitat restoration. Completion of this project requires access move heavy
machinery down to the site, and ongoing access by DFO and FBES personnel will also be needed.
The Salmon Enhancement Project site was carefully selected due to the unique high floodplain that
offers adequate area and water supply for the design. There is no existing road access for this site.
New road construction will be required to provide the required site access.
Neither DFO or the FBES hold tenure agreements under the Forest Act which would authorize the
construction of this road, and since the road is not for forestry purposes a Special Use Permit through
the Ministry of Forests & Range is not applicable. Consequently, a Public Roadways Application is
being pursued through FrontCounter BC.
The term of the road is anticipated to be ongoing, with the intended seasons of use predominantly
limited to fall and winter maintenance for debris and erosion, although use may be required on
occasion at any time of the year. DFO and FBES traffic volume is anticipated to be light, consisting
mainly of pickup trucks and occasionally an excavator or dump truck to manipulate logs or
spawning gravel for maintenance. Road usage by the general public is not permitted. There exists a
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gate on the R-100 road that regulates access, only society members and DFO personnel will have
access for business purposes.
Existing land use in the area surrounding the proposed road is predominantly forestry, with Rosewall
Creek Park located immediately north of the proposed road. The area is also transected by a hydro
and gas line, and both Highway 19 and 19A. There are also large gravel pits in the vicinity. Most of
the land near the proposed road is crown land.
The proposed road will not be upgraded to Ministry of Transportation standards and a gazette plan of
the Right of Way is not planned.

b. Construction
The proposed new construction will connect with the existing portion of R-110 road at
approximately 0.245 km. The new road is planned to 676 m in length, with a 5 m running surface
and a 20 m right of way clearing width. The total proposed right of way area is 1.4 ha.
Initial road layout was completed in July, 2008. Road centerline was flagged with red ribbon. The
road location was traversed with white station ribbon and blazed station trees painted with pink log
paint. A section of the road was adjusted and re-traversed on December 9, 2008 as a result of
recommendations from a terrain stability field assessment conducted by Madrone Environmental
Services Ltd. on November 25, 2008.
Road traverse data was used to produce a geometric road design, including profiles and crosssections. The geometric road design incorporates recommendations from the terrain stability field
assessment. The geometric road design is provided for information purposes in Appendix C. Table
1 below summarizes the design parameters applicable to the proposed new road.

ROAD DIMENSIONS IN METRES
(APPROXIMATE)
Ditch Depth in Rock (m)
0.3
Ditch Depth in OM (m)

0.5

Surfacing Depth Where
Applicable (m)
Finished Road Width (m)
Cut Slopes & Fill Slopes

0.3

5.0
65% (100%
for keyed-in,
placed rock
fill slopes).
PLANNED ROAD GRADES
Minimum Road Grade (%)
0
Maximum Road Grade (%)
17

TURNOUTS
Useable Turnout Length
(m)
Useable Turnout Width (m)

15

Minimum No. of Turnouts
per km
CURVE RADIUS
Minimum Curve Radius (m)

3

20

GRADE BREAKS
Max. grade break %

6

15

Table 1. Additional road design parameters for R-110.
Road construction will be predominantly conventional cut and fill construction, with two short
sections of keyed-in fill slope totaling 42 m. Keyed-in fill slopes are to be constructed of large,
placed angular rock. The purpose of these keyed-in rock sections is to reduce cutbank height. No
rock blasting is anticipated for the construction of this road. A 40m section of overland construction
is required at the end of the road. Five 600mm diameter culverts (corrugated metal pipe) have been
included in the road designs. All culverts are cross drains or for small non-classified drainages. No
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FPPR s. 47(4) streams were crossed by the proposed road location. Additional culverts may be
required as determined by site conditions during road construction.
The majority of planned new construction of R-110 is located in an existing logged cutblock with
deciduous (Alder) regen approximately 5 m tall. Timber clearing will be required for the final ~222
m of the proposed road. This portion of the road is located in a mix of Alder, Douglas-fir, western
hemlock and western redcedar timber. Once approval has been granted to construct the road, an
application will be made to the Ministry of Forests and Range for an Occupant License to Cut in
order to clear the standing right of way timber.
The proposed road location does not impact any fencing, cattleguards, pipelines, powerlines, or any
other know improvement.
Construction costs for the new road are estimated to be approximately $52,000, although actual costs
may vary depending on site conditions encountered. Pending permit acquisition, construction is
proposed to commence next year in August if funding comes through ; if not then the same time the
following year. The road-building contractor has not been determined at this time. This job will be
put to tender and a qualified, experience contractor will be selected.
c. Materials
The proposed road is located on a glaciofluvial terrace comprised of unconsolidated material
(silts/sands/gravels/cobbles). There was no rock identified along the road location during fieldwork.
Conventional cut and fill construction is generally appropriate for this road, and no end haul is
required or planned. Two short sections of road totaling 42m require keyed-in, placed rock fill
slopes in order to reduce cutbank heights. No suitable rock source is available on site and the rock
will have to be trucked in. A 40 m section of overland construction is required at the end of the road
where it drops onto a bench with localized wet soils. Geotextile material or puncheon is planned for
the construction of this overland road segment.
The geometric road design indicates a nearly balanced mass haul. Short movements of cut and fill
materials are anticipated. Excess cut material may be placed on localized benches immediately
below the road, or can be hauled and spoiled on the existing portion of R-110 (approximately 40m)
that has been cut off by the new construction. Refer to Appendix 2. Additional gravel/fill material
can be obtained on site within the right of way allowance as required.
Slash disposal methods planned include piling and/or burying. No burying of slash will be permitted
within the road prism.

d. Environment
No streams, wetlands or other riparian areas as defined in FPPR s. 47-49 are within, or immediately
adjacent to the proposed road and the associated clearing width. The nearest stream is 15 to 50 m
away and is a seasonal fish sensitive zone that is located within the proposed sidechannel the road
will end at. Rosewall Creek, which is a fish bearing S1-B stream located a minimum 100 m from the
road location. There are five culverts planned for installation, which are either required as cross
drains or to maintain natural drainage patterns associated with small non-classified drainages (NCD)
under FRPA. There is no direct connection of these NCDs to Rosewall Creek.
A number of measures have been implemented in the road location and design to mitigate soil
erosion. This includes relocation of portions of the road centerline and the use of keyed-in rock fill
slope sections to reduce planned cutbank heights. The road cut slopes and fill slopes have been
designed to a stable angle of repose for on site material, as determined through a terrain stability
field assessment. These measures are designed to minimize raveling or slumping of cutbank
material onto the road and ditchline. All culvert outlets will be armoured to protect the fill slope and
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to minimize erosion. In addition, rainfall shutdown guidelines will be implemented during road
construction.
No wildlife features (e.g. bear dens, raptor nests etc.) were noted during fieldwork for this road. The
road is not located in any Ungulate Winter Range (UWR). Legally established UWR U-1-017
polygon UWR028 is located approximately 300m SW of the proposed road location. The road does
not overlap with any established Wildlife Habitat Area. Refer to section C.I(d) below for additional
information relating to fish and wildlife habitat.
The planned term of use for this road is ongoing with no deactivation planned.
Section C – Additional Information
I. Environmental
a. Land Impacts
The area is characterized by relatively gentle, forested terrain. Rosewall Creek is ~100 m north of
the proposed road at the nearest point. A large hydro line transects the area ~225 m NE of the road
location. A large gravel pit is situated ~500 m NE of the road. Highway 19 is the predominant
travel corridor in the area and is approximately 650 m NE of the proposed road development.
Construction of the proposed R-110 extension will require clearing approximately 0.9 ha of 5 m tall
regenerating deciduous timber within in a previously logged area. In addition, 0.5 ha of
merchantable timber will require clearing. The merchantable timber in the area is predominantly a
mix of second growth Douglas-fir, western hemlock, western redcedar and alder.
A terrain stability field assessment (TSFA) was conducted in November 2008. A mix of
conventional cut and fill, keyed-in fill and overland construction is required. The TSFA indicated
that the road has a low terrain hazard rating based on the planned construction. Some raveling of
cutslopes in the glaciofluvial material can be expected and will be addressed as required through
routine road maintenance. Natural drainage patterns will be maintained. No blasting is anticipated
for the construction of this road. Additional measures to reduce soil erosion will include armouring
of culvert outlets and the implementation of rainfall shutdown guidelines during construction.
Selection of an experienced road construction contractor and certified fallers in conjunction with on
site pre-works and supervision will help ensure the plans are properly implemented.
The proposed road is in a designated scenic area within the South Island Forest District and is
situated in a visual polygon with a Retention VQO as established under the GAR s. 7(2) order dated
December 1, 2005. The proposed road is located outside the nearby Hwy 19A travel corridor. A
Visual Impact Assessment has not been completed for this proposed development. It is anticipated
that upper portions of the proposed road will be visible from Baynes Sound and Denman Island
(figures 1 and 2 below). Regeneration in the existing logged area will provide some visual screening
for the constructed road. Lower portions of the road are expected to be non-visible due to lower
elevation and screening from local topography and/or immature timber.
The proposed road is not located within any Ungulate Winter Ranges, Old Growth Management
Areas, Wildlife Habitat Areas, Community Watersheds, park or known research plot locations. No
cultural heritage resources were identified during field work. The development will not conflict with
nearby hydro lines or with any other structure or land improvement (e.g. fences, cattleguards,
weather stations etc.).
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Figure 1. Photo taken from the existing portion of R-110, approximately 100 m back from the start
of the proposed new road construction.

Figure 2. Photo taken from the original flagged road location, approximately 185 m from the start of
proposed new road construction. The final road location as described in this plan is situated roughly
15m down slope (to the left) from this photo location.
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b. Atmospheric Impacts
Not applicable to this project.

c. Aquatic Impacts
The proposed road is anticipated to have minimal impact on the aquatic system. No streams,
wetlands or other riparian areas as defined in FPPR s. 47-49 are within, or immediately adjacent to
the proposed road and the associated clearing width. The nearest fish habitat is a seasonal Fisheries
Sensitive Zone (FSZ) located near the end of the road (30m) at the proposed sidechannel. Rosewall
Creek, which is a fish bearing S1-B stream located a minimum 100 m from the road location. There
are five culverts planned for installation, which are either required as cross drains or to maintain
natural drainage patterns associated with small non-classified drainages (NCD) under FRPA. There
is no direct connection of these NCDs to Rosewall Creek. In addition, measures have been included
in the road location and design to minimize sedimentation. The new road is not expected to
negatively impact the water quality of Rosewall Creek. These drainages will be identified to road
building contractors to ensure they are aware of their location – which should be well away from any
construction activity.
The majority of the road is situated on a sidehill with no potential for flooding. The final 40 m of
road is on flat terrain and is within the upper limit of the Rosewall Creek floodplain, but is located
>100m from the stream. This portion of road is designed using overland construction and the road
grade will be raised above the floodplain. Therefore, the potential for flooding on this end section of
road is also considered low. The TSFA determined that terrain hazard rating is low based on the
planned construction, and noted that if a landslide were to occur, it would run out on benchy terrain
downslope and would not reach Rosewall Creek. The new road will enable DFO and FBSES to
access Rosewall Creek for the construction and ongoing operation of their planned Salmon
Enhancement Project.

d. Fish and Wildlife Habitat
The proposed road was assessed in an Ecological Assessment by E. Wind Consulting in 2009. They
studied in detail the plant, amphibian, bird, wildlife and aquatic shrew habitat. They found the road
to be of low concern. The survey included an assessment of the impacts of the road and sidechannel
with recommendations on construction practices. Generally the recommendations are to minimize
sediment generation, disturbance of wildlife and their habitat during mating, gestation and maximize
woody debris for habitat utilization.
A fish habitat assessment was conducted on Rosewall Creek and the road and sidechannel areas by
D.R. Clough (2008) and J.C. Newman.(2006). Rosewall Creek has very poor mainstem habitat that
is prone to floods in winter and droughts in summer. The sidechannel will provide safe refuge
habitat for fish and other aquatic wildlife. The river is home to Chum, Chinook, Coho, Pink,
Cutthroat and Steelhead as well as non-game fish; Three Spine Stickleback and Prickly Sculpin. The
area of the proposed road has no stream crossings and ends 30m or more outside the riparian zone of
the FSZ located in the proposed sidechannel area.
The road is a relatively low impact location on a clear cut with a fringe of a treed bench with
scattered second growth. This reduced risk is due to the road location, design, low terrain hazard,
implementation of sediment control measures, the proposed construction schedule (dry vs. wet
season application of rainfall shutdown guidelines, maintenance of natural drainage patterns and lack
of connectivity between NCD features crossed by the road and Rosewall Creek. Additionally, no
timber will be removed from the riparian management area of Rosewall Creek and removal of the
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right of way timber is not anticipated to adversely impact water quality, stream temperature, stream
bank stability or other fish habitat values.
Approximately 0.5 ha of immature timber and 0.9 ha of regenerating trees will require removal for
the construction of this road. These areas provide some general wildlife habitat values. Similar
immature and regenerating timber types will remain adjacent to the proposed road after construction.
No wildlife features (e.g. bear dens, raptor nests etc.), were noted along the proposed route or within
the clearing widths. Some deer sign was noted in the general vicinity of the proposed road location.

II. Socio-Community
a. Land Use
The proposed road is located within RMZ-34 under the Vancouver Island Land Use Plan, which has
the following characteristics (Vancouver Summary Land Use Plan, February 2004, p. 132):
General Management Zone, with significant timber values and particular suitability for
enhanced silviculture and growth and yield management on larger blocks of Crown
provincial forest land; due to its proximity to population centres, the area offers significant
recreation/scenery and tourism opportunities associated with intensively managed, roaded
resource lands; fish and wildlife values are significant, and biodiversity
conservation/restoration is recommended with an emphasis on retention, and where
required, active restoration of mature and old seral forest attributes and age classes.
The road is situated on Crown Land within District Lot 95E&N, Newcastle District. No portion of
the proposed development is on private land. The proposed road development is consistent with
current land use in the area, which is a diverse mix including, but not limited to, forestry, public
highways, a provincial park, hydro lines and gravel pits.
BC Timber Sales has an approved Forest Stewardship plan covering the area occupied by the
proposed road development. The applicable planning unit under that plan is the Rosewall Forest
Development Unit. Results and strategies specified under this Forest Stewardship Plan do not apply
to the proposed road development.
The end of the proposed road construction is located approximately 30 m south of Rosewall Creek
Provincial Park, as determined by field measurements, location of a flagged boundary line in the
field, and field identification of the NE corner pin of DL 95E&N. The legal surveyor responsible for
running the legal line in 1994 was contacted and provided information and maps that assisted in
locating the corner pin. The road will provide Parks staff improved access to the western portion of
Rosewall Creek Park and trail on the north bank. It will also provide emergency vehicle access
much closer to the Rosewall Creek falls trail on the north side of the river. This will also likely
increase public access to this portion of the park and enhance recreational opportunities.

b. Socio- Community Conditions
Not applicable to this project.
c. Public Health
Not applicable to this project.
d. First Nations
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Written notification of this proposal was sent to Nanwakolas Council onNov. 11, 2009, prior to
submission of this Public Roadways Application to FrontCounter BC. This notification was
prepared and sent in accordance with instructions provided from FrontCounter BC in a memo dated
May 29, 2007. Refer to Appendix D for a copy of the completed Nanwakolas Council notification.
No additional contact has been made with any First Nations in regards to this proposal

Authorized Signature & Date

Signature: ____________________________________
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Appendix A – General Location Map
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Appendix B – Site Specific Map
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Appendix C – R-110 Road Design

Iverson Forest Management - Attached documents 8pps
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Appendix D – Nanwakolas Council Notification
Nanwakolas Council
#203-2005 Eagle Drive
Campbell River B.C. V9H 1V8
Ph: 250-286-7200/Fax: 286-7222
1.) Date: November 11, 2009
2.) Applicant Information
Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society
Site 23, Comp. 9, Fanny Bay B.C. V0R 1W0
PH:/Fax 250-335-1575
WWW.Fbses.ca/
3.) Contact
Judy Ackinclose, President
Fanny Bay Salmon Enhancement Society
4.) Application Information
Proposed Activity: Road construction and sidechannel construction for salmon habitat project.
Project Name: Rosewall Creek Sidechannel
Proposed tenure Type: Crown Land Access
Proposed Tenure duration: Ongoing
Application Area: Road – 1.4 ha, Sidechannel – 1.6ha, Total: 3.0 ha
Surface Disturbance: yes
Proposed Access to Area: Building road
Map of application area: attached
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Rosewall Sidechannel PSC Budget

Fiscal Year: 2008/2009

Contractor
PSC
nhc
J.Newman
NHC
D.R. Clough
nhc
Iverson
nhc
Iverson
D.R. Clough
PSC
E.Wind

Date
Deposit
07-May-08
$ 13,560.00
May 7/08
may 8/08
18-Jun-08
Jul 12/08
29-Jul-08
28-Aug-08
24-Oct-08
1-Mar-09
12-Mar-09
26-Mar-09 $ 10,848.00
15-Sep-09
$2,712.00

Withdrawal

Total

$ 27,925.78

Invoice
deposit
JCN08-20
18020
FBSES08-1
18121
2248
18587
2393
deposit
Holdback

DaveSands

250-757-7807

$ 27,120.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

661.50
225.21
55.13
409.50
1,047.38
2,709.00
1,798.79
7,526.30
1,008.00

$ 12,484.97

Balance
$13,560.00
$ 12,898.50
$ 12,673.29
$ 12,618.16
$ 12,208.66
$ 11,161.28
$ 8,452.28
$ 6,653.49
-$ 872.81
-$ 1,880.81
$ 8,967.19
-$ 3,517.78
-$ 805.78
-$ 805.78
-$ 805.78

TTD

Comment

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

661.50 Sidechannel layout with engineers
886.71 Funding application and enginnering li
941.84
1,351.34
2,398.72
5,107.72
6,906.51
14,432.81 14,4
15,440.81
15,440.81
27,925.78

$
$

27,925.78
27,925.78

